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Excavations At Barrow 
Hills, Radley, 
Oxfordshire, 1983-5
Volume 2: the romano 
british cemetery and anglo 
saxon settlement

By R. A. Chambers and E. McAdam
the romano-british cemetery 
consisted of 69 burials dating to the 3rd and 4th 
centuries; both inhumations and cremations were found. 
the anglo-saxon settlement dates by finds evidence to 
the 4th-early 7th centuries.
280pp, 178 figs, 8 plates, Lancaster, 2007, 
9780947816735, Hardback, was £24.99

Now £7.50

The Roman Baths and 
Macellum at Wroxeter
excavations by Graham 
webster 1955-85

By Peter Ellis
report from the 1955–85 excava-
tions on the southern part of an 
insula containing a market hall. Much 
of the volume reports on the large 
assemblage of finds, many of which date to the original 
building campaign, including coins, small finds, brooches, 
gems, glass, pottery and industrial and environmental 
remains
394pp, many b/w illus, English Heritage, 2000, 
9781850746065, Paperback, was £55.00

Now £9.95

A Roman Maltings At 
Beck Row, Mildenhall, 
Suffolk
By Ellen Bales
a report on a large timber aisled 
roman building, which was fully 
rebuilt after burning down and was 
then abandoned after a second fire 
in the 3rd century. the building was 
used for agricultural rather than domestic purposes, 
possibly as a malt house.
74pp, 6 b/w pls, 25 b/w figs, 20 tbs, East Anglian 
Archaeology, 2004, 9780860552802, Paperback, was 
£10.00

Now £4.95

EAA 93: Excavation of 
a Romano-British 
Settlement on the 
A149 Snettisham 
Bypass, 1989
By Myk Flitcroft
the mid first to late second century 
romano-british settlement at 
snettisham was based on a mixed economy of farming 
and low intensity industry and demonstrated the survival 
of traditional techniques of house construction, and the 
continued importance of handmade pottery.
88pp, 45 b/w figs, East Anglian Archaeology, 2001, 
9780905594316, Paperback, was £11.50

Now £4.95

Women in Roman 
Britain
By Lindsay Allason-Jones
chronicles the latest discoveries – 
tombstones, writing tablets, curse 
tablets, burials and artefacts – to 
create a vivid picture of the lives, 
habits and thoughts of women in 
britain over four centuries. diversity 
of backgrounds, traditions and tastes lies at the heart 
of the book – displaying the cosmopolitan nature of the 
romano-british society. lindsay allason-Jones explores 
all aspects of women’s life – from social status to 
hairstyles.
209pp, 209, b/w illus, Council for British Archaeology, 2005, 
9781902771434, Paperback, was £14.95

Now £4.95

Roman Settlement 
and Medieval Manor 
House in South Bristol
By Reg Jackson
this report describes excavations 
at Inss court, bristol. evidence 
was found for occupation starting 
in the  late Iron age, with three 
romano-british buildings with stone  
foundations dating to the 3rd and 4th centuries ad. the 
excavations also uncovered the west and  north ranges 
of a medieval manor house, dated to the 14th and  15th 
centuries.
116pp, b/w and col illus, Bristol and Regional Archaeology, 
2007, 9780900199561, Paperback, was £15.00

Now £6.95

Presenting the 
Romans
Edited by Nigel Miller
Issues in the public presentation and 
interpretation of the archaeology of 
hadrian's wall and other frontiers 
of the roman empire are explored 
and addressed here. topics covered 
include re-enactment, virtual and 
physical reconstruction, multi-media, smartphones, 
interpretation planning and design; while new evidence 
from audience research is also presented to show how 
visitors respond to different strategies of engagement.
204pp, b/w illus, Boydell and Brewer Ltd, 2013, 
9781843838470, Hardback, was £60.00

Now £14.95

The Britons Challenge 
Rome
By Patricia Southern
a lively introduction to the warfare 
between the britons and the might 
of Imperial rome, from caesar's 
invasions to conquest under 
claudius, the boudican revolt, and the 
campaigns of agricola as related by 
tacitus.
128pp, Amberley Publishing, 2015, 9781445644561, 
Paperback, was £6.99

Now £3.50

Exemplary Traits
reading characterization 
in roman Poetry

By J. Mira Seo
exemplary traits examines how 
roman poets used models 
dynamically to create character, and 
how their referential approach to 
character reveals them mobilizing 
the literary tradition. by tracing the philosophical and 
rhetorical concepts that underlie characterization 
as a literary technique, this study illuminates an 
underestimated aspect of this poetic technique and its 
relation to a larger intellectual context.
240pp, Oxford University Press, 2013, 9780199734283, 
Hardback, was £61.00

Now £14.95

Senecan Tragedy and 
the Reception of 
Augustan Poetry
By Christopher V. Trinacty
by reading senecan tragedy through 
an intertextual lens, trinacty reveals 
seneca's awareness of his historical 
moment, in which the augustan 
period was eroding steadily around 
him. seneca, looking back to the poetry of horace, Virgil, 
and ovid, acts as a critical interpreter of both their work 
and their era.
272pp, Oxford University Press, 2014, 9780199356560, 
Hardback, was £59.00

Now £14.95

The Deaths of Seneca
By James Ker
the forced suicide of seneca is 
one of the most tortured-and 
most revisited-death scenes from 
classical antiquity. James ker offers a 
comprehensive analysis of the scene, 
situating it in the roman imagination 
and tracing its many subsequent 
interpretations. at the book's centre 
is an exploration of seneca's own prolific writings about 
death.
432pp, Oxford University Press, 2013, 9780199959693, 
Paperback, was £29.49

Now £9.95

The Greatest Empire: 
A Life of Seneca
By Emily Wilson
Philosopher, dramatist, rhetorician, 
stoic and pragmatist, seneca was one 
of the most contradictory figures 
in ancient rome, embracing a stern 
ascetic morality while amassing a 
fortune under nero and eventually 
committing suicide. this definitive biography reveals a life 
lived perilously in the gap between ideals and reality.
253pp, Oxford University Press, 2014, 9780199926640, 
Hardback, was £26.00

Now £7.95

Gendered Dynamics in 
Latin Love Poetry
By Ronnie Ancona
this volume, the first to focus 
specifically on gender dynamics in 
latin love poetry, moves beyond 
the polarized critical positions that 
argue that this poetry either confirms 
traditional gender roles or subverts 
them. rather, the essays in the collection explore the 
ways in which latin erotic texts can have both effects, 
shifting power back and forth between male and female.
372pp, Johns Hopkins University Press, 2005, 
9780801881985, Hardback, was £46.50

Now £14.95

Intertextuality and the 
Reading of Roman 
Poetry
By Lowell Edmunds
edmund's discussion of current 
debates in the study of roman poetry 
asks how we can explain the process 
by which a literary text refers to 
another text. Individual theoretical 
chapters on the concepts of `text', `poet', `reader' and 
`persona' are applied to passages from Virgil, horace, 
ovid and catullus.
201pp, Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001, 
9780801865114, Hardback, was £42.00

Now £12.95

Young Ovid
a life recreated

By Diane Wood Middlebrook
this book takes a detailed look 
at the conditions and customs 
to which ovid was exposed as a 
young roman, as well as providing 
an acute interpretation of his family 
and personal life, gleaned from close 
readings of his poetry and letters from exile.
272pp, Counterpoint, 2015, 9781619023314, Hardback, 
was £21.99

Now £6.95

Cicero: De Oratore 
Book III
Edited by David Mankin
cicero's de oratore is one of the 
masterpieces of latin prose. this 
edition of book III is the first since 
1893 to provide a latin text and full 
introduction and commentary in 
english.
358pp, Cambridge University Press, 2011, 
9780521596572, Paperback, was £27.99

Now £7.95

Powerplay in Tibullus
By Parshia Lee-Stecum
this criticism, assuming a traditional 
linear reading of tibullus’ book 1, 
examines the relationships described 
in his work for imbalance of power 
and its effects on various areas of 
daily life, for example, the relationship 
of poet and patron.this is a refreshing 
criticism, uncovering the unstable 
basis of tibullan elegy.
328pp, Cambridge University Press, 1998, 
9780521630832, Hardback, was £72.00

Now £12.95

Fronto: Selected 
Letters
By Caillan Davenport and 
Jennifer Manley
M. cornelius Fronto was a roman 
senator from north africa, and the 
foremost latin orator and legal 
advocate of the mid-second century 
a.d. this collection features new 
english translations and commentaries on fifty-four 
letters from Fronto's correspondence, selected with 
particular emphasis on court politics and intrigue, the 
Parthian war, and family relationships among members of 
the roman elite.
240pp, Bloomsbury, 2013, 9781780934426, Paperback, 
was £21.99

Now £7.95

Augustine and the 
Jews
a christian defense of 
Jews and Judaism

By Paula Fredriksen
a detailed yet accessible examination 
of augustine's thought  regarding the 
Jews and their status in a christian 
empire, which  is contrasted with 
more mainstream, and markedly less positive  christian 
thought at the time, and integrated with augustine's  
own thought on heresy.
528pp, Yale University Press, 2011, 9780300166286, 
Paperback, was £15.00

Now £5.95

Byzantium and Islam
By Helen Evans and Brandie Ratliff
this volume explores transformations 
and unexpected continuities in the 
byzantine empire from the seventh to 
the ninth century. In particular it uses 
art and material culture to highlight 
the cultural cross-fertilisations which 
resulted from the rise and expansion 
of Islam during this period.
400pp, col illus, Yale University Press, 2012, 
9780300179507, Hardback, was £50.00

Now £19.95

Christ Child
cultural Memories of a young Jesus

By Stephen J. Davis
a study of the so-called Infancy-
Gospel of thomas, which compiles 
stories about the childhood of christ. 
how would early readers have 
made sense of this young Jesus? In 
this highly innovative book, stephen 
davis draws on current theories about how human 
communities construe the past to answer this question.
432pp, Yale University Press, 2014, 9780300149456, 
Hardback, was £30.00

Now £9.95

The Unity of Christ
continuity and conflict 
in Patristic tradition

By Christopher Beeley
 combining historical and theological 
analysis, christopher beeley presents 
a detailed and far-reaching account 
of how in the patristic age, key 
theologians and church councils 
understood the most central element of their faith, the 
identity and significance of Jesus christ.
391pp, Yale University Press, 2012, 9780300178623, 
Hardback, was £65.00

Now £9.95

End of Empire
attila the hun and the Fall of rome

By Christopher Kelly
this book, originally published as 
“attila the hun, barbarian terror and 
the Fall of the roman empire” offers 
an essentially military explanation 
of the collapse of the empire. It 
demonstrates the political logic 
behind attila’s destructive acts, designed to extract 
tribute rather than territory from the empire, and shows 
attila as in fact rather an astute tactician.
350pp, W. W. Norton, 2009, 9780393338492, Paperback, 
was £12.99

Now £4.95

Adam, Eve and the 
Serpent
By Elaine Pagels
elaine Pagels re-creates the 
controversies that racked the early 
church as it confronted the riddles 
of sexuality, freedom, and sin as 
embodied in the story of Genesis.
224pp, Vintage Books, 1989, 
9780679722328, Paperback, was £7.99

Now £3.95
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Silence
By Diarmaid MacCulloch
this book unravels a polyphony 
of silences from the history of 
christianity and beyond. Macculloch 
considers Judaeo-christian 
borrowings from Greek explorations 
of the divine, and the silences 
which were a feature of Jesus's 
brief ministry. besides prayer and 
contemplation, there are shame and evasion; careless and 
purposeful forgetting.
352pp, Viking, 2014, 9780143125815, Paperback, was 
£9.99

Now £4.95

Ascetic Culture
essays in honor of Philip rousseau

Edited by Blake Leyerle and 
Robin Darling Young
these essays explore how quickly 
the industrious and imaginative 
practitioners of asceticism, from the 
early fourth through the mid-fifth 
century, adapted the Greco-roman 
social, literary, and religious culture in which they had 
been raised. Far from rejecting the life of the urban 
centres of the ancient world, they refined and elaborated 
that life in their libraries, households, and communities.
432pp, illustrations, University of Notre Dame Press, 2013, 
9780268033880, Hardback, was £65.95

Now £14.95

Ascetics, Authority, 
and the Church in the 
Age of Jerome and 
Cassian
By Philip Rousseau
rousseau presents a survey of 
asceticism in the western church until 
about 400, including a selective study 
of Jerome, and then, moving into 
the fifth century, a reading of sulpicius and cassian. he 
explores such societal changes as the eventual triumph 
of the cenobitic movement and its growing effect within 
the church, not least on the episcopate.
304pp, University of Notre Dame Press, 2010, 
9780268040291, Paperback, was £29.50

Now £9.95

Christianity's Quiet 
Success
the eusebius Gallicanus sermon 
collection and the Power of the 
church in late antique Gaul

By Lisa Kaaren Bailey
a study of the eusebius Gallicanus 
collection of anonymous, multi-
authored sermons from fifth- and 
sixth-century Gaul. they were used for centuries by 
clergy as a preaching guide and by monks and pious lay 
people as devotional reading.
272pp, University of Notre Dame Press, 2010, 
9780268022242, Paperback, was £32.95

Now £9.95

St. Jerome's 
Commentaries on 
Galatians, Titus, and 
Philemon
By Thomas P. Scheck
In this volume, thomas P. scheck 
presents the first english translation 
of st. Jerome’s commentaries on 
Galatians, titus, and Philemon. Jerome 
followed the Greek exegesis of origen of alexandria, 
proceeding step by step and producing the most valuable 
of all of the patristic commentaries on these three 
epistles of st. Paul.
376pp, University of Notre Dame Press, 2010, 
9780268041335, Paperback, was £38.95

Now £12.95

The Key to the Brescia 
Casket
typology and the early 
christian Imagination

By Catherine Brown Tkacz
the elusive rationale for the brescia 
casket, an ivory reliquary carved 
in northern Italy circa 390, has long 
tantalized scholars. tkaczargues that 
the key to its wealth of meaning is exegetical typology, 
the interpretation of old testament people and events 
as prefiguring the Messiah.
280pp, Illustrations, black and white, University of Notre 
Dame Press, 2002, 9780268012311, Paperback, was 
£68.99

Now £19.95

Constantine
By Paul Stephenson
a study not of constantine the man, 
but of constantine as a public figure 
and political operator. stephenson 
shows how constantine gained 
and maintained his grip on power, 
primarily through his military 
victories and by maintaining the 
loyalty of the army.
358pp, col pls, Quercus, 2009, 9780857381668, 
Paperback, was £12.99

Now £4.95

God Against the Gods
the history of the war between 
Monotheism and Polytheism

By Jonathan Kirsch
God against the Gods explores 
the first stirrings of monotheism in 
ancient egypt, traces the losing battle 
that early Judaism and christianity 
fought against polytheism, and then 
focuses in on the reigns of two charismatic and visionary 
roman emperors - constantine, who started the 
christian revolution that made the modern world, and 
Julian, who tried to restore paganism.
Penguin Books Ltd, 2005, 9780142196335, Paperback, 
was £12.99

Now £5.95

Fighting Emperors of 
Byzantium
By John Carr
carr's concise narrative spans 
the entire history of the empire 
from constantine to the fall of 
constantinople, with pen portraits 
of those emperors whose reigns 
were characterised most notably 
by warfare, including constantine, Julian, theodosius, 
Justinian, heraclius, leo I, leo III, basil I, basil II ('the 
bulgar slayer'), romanus IV diogenes, Isaac angelos and 
constantine xI.
277pp, b/w pls, Pen and Sword Books Ltd, 2015, 
9781783831166, Hardback, was £25.00

Now £9.95

Imperial Brothers
By Ian Hughes
this book tackles the careers of the 
brother emperors, Valentinian seen as 
a strong and successful ruler of the 
western empire, and Valens, whose 
rule in te east saw the catastrophic 
defeat at adrianople (378). by 
tracing the careers of both men in 
tandem, Ian hughes compares their 
achievements and analyzes the extent to which they 
deserve the contrasting reputations handed down by 
history.
208pp, Pen and Sword Books Ltd, 2013, 9781848844179, 
Hardback, was £25.00

Now £9.95

The War of the Three 
Gods
By Peter Crawford
war of the three Gods is a military 
history of the first half of seventh 
century, with heavy focus on the 
reign of the eastern roman emperor 
heraclius (ad 610-641). Peter 
crawford narrates the three-way 
struggle between the christian byzantine, sassanid 
Persian and Islamic empires, with detailed descriptions of 
campaigns, battles and sieges.
256pp, maps, col pls, Pen and Sword Books Ltd, 2014, 
9781848846128, Hardback, was £25.00

Now £9.95

Constantine the 
Emperor
By David Potter
as its title suggests david Potter’s 
authoritative biography of 
constantine focuses on his exercise 
of power, and his conception of the 
imperial office. he sees constantine 
as a ruthless and highly efficient ruler 
fired with a genuine sense of mission in governing the 
empire and enforcing justice, and whose religious policy 
was guided by a desire for peace and stability within the 
empire rather than by missionary zeal.
Oxford University Press, 2015, 9780190231620, 
Paperback, was £14.99

Now £6.95

Explaining the Cosmos
By Michael W. Champion
this volume analyzes the writings of 
three thinkers associated with Gaza: 
aeneas, Zacharias and Procopius. 
together, they offer a case study for 
the appropriation, adaptation, and 
transformation of classical philosophy 
in late antiquity, and for cultural 
transitions more generally in Gaza.
256pp, Oxford University Press, 2014, 9780199337484, 
Hardback, was £59.00

Now £14.95

Literary Territories
cartographical thinking 
in late antiquity

By Scott Fitzgerald Johnson
From accounts of holy land 
pilgrimage, to roman mapmaking, 
to the systematization of Ptolemy's 
scientific works, literary territories 
argues that very different forms 
of literature in late antquity nevertheless shared an 
aesthetic sensibility which treated the classical "inhabited 
world," the oikoumene, as a literary metaphor for the 
collection and organization of knowledge.
192pp, Oxford University Press, 2016, 9780190221232, 
Hardback, was £56.00

Now £19.95

Nectar and Illusion
nature in byzantine 
art and literature

By Henry Maguire
an exploration of the portrayal of 
nature in byzantine art and literature. 
henry Maguire shows how the 
byzantines embraced terrestrial 
creation in the decoration of their 
churches during the fifth to seventh centuries but then 
adopted a much more cautious attitude toward the 
depiction of animals and plants in the middle ages, after 
the iconoclastic dispute of the eighth and ninth centuries.
224pp, b/w illus, col pls, Oxford University Press, 2016, 
9780190497101, Paperback, was £26.49

Now £9.95

Saint Augustine of 
Hippo
an Intellectual biography

By Miles Hollingworth
In a stimulating and provocative 
reinterpretation of augustine's 
ideas and their position in the 
western intellectual tradition, Miles 
hollingworth draws his inspiration 
largely from the actual narrative of augustine's life. by 
this means he reintroduces a cardinal but long-neglected 
fact to the centre of augustinian studies: that there is a 
direct line from augustine's own early experiences of life 
to his later commentaries on humanity.
Oxford University Press, 2013, 9780199861590, Hardback, 
was £20.00

Now £9.95

The Dodecanese and 
the Eastern Aegean 
Islands in Late 
Antiquity AD 300-700
By Georgios Deligiannakis
accompanied by an extensive 
archaeological gazetteer, this volume 
presents the administrative and 
political history of the dodecanese 
from 300-700 ad and considers the written and 
archaeological evidence for the monotheistic 
communities of the eastern aegean, offering a closer 
examination of the late history of pagan temples and the 
transition to christianity.
232pp, b/w illus, Oxford University Press, 2016, 
9780198745990, Hardback, was £105.00

Now £39.95

Butrint 3
excavations at the triconch Palace

Edited by William Bowden 
and Richard Hodges
the book traces the changing nature 
of this rich and varied area. this is 
accompanied by discussions of the 
elaborate mosaic decoration of the 
palatial phase and their articulation 
of elite living, as well as of in-depth discussions of the 
implications of elite and domestic architecture in late 
antiquity and the Mid byzantine period.
374pp, c.425 b/w and 60 col illus, Oxbow Books, 2011, 
9781842179802, Hardback, was £50.00

Now £14.95

Butrint 4
the archaeology and histories 
of an Ionian town

Edited by Inge Lyse Hansen, Richard 
Hodges and Sarah Leppard
this richly illustrated volume 
discusses the histories of the port city 
of butrint, and its intimate connection 
to the wider conditions of the 
adriatic. In so doing it is a reading, and re-reading, of the 
site that adds significantly to the study of Mediterranean 
urban history over the longue durée.
250pp, c.50 col and c.325 b/w illus, Oxbow Books, 2013, 
9781842174623, Hardback, was £55.00

Now £14.95

Constantinople
archaeology of a 
byzantine Megapolis

By Ken Dark and Ferudun Özgümüş
Moving away from the scholarly 
emphasis on the monumental core or 
city defences, this volume investigates 
the inter-mural area between the 
fifth-century land walls and the 
constantinian city wall – a zone which encompasses 
half of the walled area but which has received little 
archaeological attention.
208pp, b/w and col. illus, Oxbow Books, 2013, 
9781782971719, Hardback, was £60.00

Now £14.95

Neighbours and 
Successors of Rome
traditions of Glass Production and 
use in europe and the Middle east 
in the later 1st Millennium ad 

Edited by Daniel Keller, Jennifer 
Price and Caroline Jackson
Presented through 20 case studies 
covering europe and the near 
east, neighbours and successors of rome investigates 
development in the production of glass and the 
mechanisms of the wider glass economy as part of a 
wider material culture in europe and the near east 
around the later first millennium ad.
352pp, 81 colour illus, 95 b/w figs, Oxbow Books, 2014, 
9781782973973, Hardback, was £50.00

Now £12.95

Pilgrimage in Early 
Christian Jordan
a literary and archaeological Guide

By Burton MacDonald
after a general introduction to 
each site, its biblical significance and 
a citation of the relevant biblical 
sources with commentary, the author 
lists the literary sources that pertain 
specifically to early christian pilgrimage activity. this 
information is complemented with a description of the 
early christian archaeological remains found at the site 
and their interpretation.
264pp, Oxbow Books, 2011, 9780977409495, Paperback, 
was £26.00

Now £6.95

Church and Society in 
Late Byzantium
Edited by Dimiter Angelov
the essays in this collection seek to 
shed light on various aspects of the 
church’s role in late byzantine society, 
especially on the relationship between 
the church and the lay world and 
the response of individuals to the 
challenges faced by orthodoxy.
253pp, Medieval Institute Publications, 2009, 
9781580441438, Paperback, was £24.99

Now £9.95

Inventing Latin 
Heretics
byzantines and the Filioque 
in the ninth century

By Tia M. Kolbaba
Focusing on the ninth-century 
beginnings of byzantine writings 
against the latin addition of the 
Filioque to the creed, Inventing 
latin heretics illuminates several aspects of byzantine 
thought—their self-definition, their theology, their 
uniquely constituted state.
205pp, Medieval Institute Publications, 2008, 
9781580441339, Hardback, was £55.99

Now £14.95
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The Roman Self in 
Late Antiquity
Prudentius and the 
Poetics of the soul

By Marc Mastrangelo
this study aims to restore Prudentius 
and late roman poetry in general to 
a more central place in the formation 
of a new christian intellectual 
tradition in the fourth century ad. Marc Mastrangelo 
shows how Prudentius was able to fuse ideas from 
Virgil and horace with Platonism and biblical exegesis to 
explore the idea of self in a newly christian world.
259pp, Johns Hopkins University Press, 2008, 
9780801887222, Hardback, was £52.00

Now £12.95

Approaching the 
Apocalypse
a short history of christian 
Millenarianism

By John M. Court
Ideas about divinely-inspired 
disaster have an enduring place in 
the history of christian thought. 
charting a steady course between 
the feverish predictions of early christian heretics like 
the Montanists, and the febrile outpourings of modern-
day millennialists such as the branch davidians, John M 
court explores the continuities and differences between 
their violent visions of cataclysm.
240pp, I.B. Tauris, 2008, 9781845117597, Paperback, was 
£17.99

Now £7.95

Byzantine Jewry in the 
Mediterranean 
Economy
By Joshua Holo
this study sheds light on a neglected 
aspect of both byzantine and Jewish 
history - the role of Jews in the 
Middle byzantine economy. whilst 
acknowledging that overall the 
economic influence and clout of byzantine Jewry was 
not large, holo is able to identify a number of key areas 
and industries (notably tanning and textiles) in which 
they played a major part.
285pp, Cambridge University Press, 2009, 
9780521856331, Hardback, was £72.00

Now £14.95

From the Tetrarchs to 
the Theodosians
later roman history and 
culture, 284-450 ce

By Scott McGill
an integrated collection of essays 
examining the politics, social 
networks, law, historiography, and 
literature of the later roman world. 
Papers explore three themes: political and social 
developments; biographical texts; and the first years of 
the reign of theodosius I.
321pp, Cambridge University Press, 2010, 
9780521898218, Hardback, was £67.00

Now £14.95

Jewish Martyrs in the 
Pagan and Christian 
Worlds
By Shmuel Shepkaru
this book presents a linear history 
of Jewish martyrdom, from the 
hellenistic period to the high Middle 
ages. It shows how Jewish thought 
on martyrdom was influenced by 
the centrality of self-sacrifice to roman and christian 
thought, even as martyrdom was used to define Jewish 
religiosity and delegitimise their persecutors.
428pp, Cambridge University Press, 2005, 
9780521842815, Hardback, was £77.00

Now £14.95

Coptic Textiles in the 
Brooklyn Museum
By Deborah Thompson
this volume presents a selection 
of coptic textiles in the collections 
of the brooklyn Museum. special 
problems connected with the study 
of coptic textiles and the historical 
and cultural contexts from which they 
originated are also discussed.
Brooklyn Museum, 1971, 9781593339890, Hardback, was 
£28.00

Now £7.95

Unearthing the Truth
egypt's Pagan and coptic sculpture

By Edna R. Russmann
this volume presents the brooklyn 
Museum’s permanent collection 
of late antique egyptian stone 
sculptures (c.e. 395–642), including 
several reworked or repainted 
objects and some that appear to be 
modern forgeries. the ancient reliefs were made for use 
in pagan and coptic christian cemeteries as well as in 
christian churches and monasteries.
91pp, col illus, Brooklyn Museum, 2009, 9780872731622, 
Hardback, was £17.99

Now £6.95

AD 410
By Sam Moorhead and David Stuttard
this hugely enjoyable narrative 
history traces the events which led to 
the sack of rome in ad 410, largely 
avoiding the knotty scholarly debates, 
and instead concentrating on the 
politics, starting with diocletian's 
reforms, and actually continuing to 
423 and the death of Galla Placidia
184pp, col illus, British Museum Press, 2010, 
9780714122694, Paperback, was £9.99

Now £4.95

Coming Out Christian 
in the Roman World
how the Followers of Jesus Made 
a Place in caesar's empire

By Douglas Boin
boin shows how christianity, a 
small minority movement, rose to 
transform society, but it was a gradual 
process, one that happened in fits and 
starts over centuries. Many christians lived in a dynamic 
middle ground. their quiet success, as much as the 
clamor of martyrdom, was a powerful agent for change.
224pp, Bloomsbury, 2015, 9781620403174, Hardback, 
was £18.99

Now £7.95

Ten Gifts of the 
Demiurge
By Emilie Kutash
Proclus' commentary on Plato's 
"timaeus" is perhaps the most 
important surviving neoplatonic 
commentary. this book provides an 
essential companion to this rich but 
complex and densely wrought text, 
providing an analysis of its arguments and showing that 
it, like the cosmos Proclus reveres, is a living coherent 
whole.
224pp, Bloomsbury, 2011, 9780715638545, Hardback, 
was £110.00

Now £24.95

Augustine
conversions to confessions

By Robin Lane Fox
robin lane Fox follows augustine 
on a brilliantly-described journey, 
combining the latest scholarship with 
recently-found letters and sermons by 
augustine himself to give a portrait 
of his subject which is subtly different 
from older biographies. augustine's heretical years as 
a Manichaean, his relation to non-christian philosophy, 
his mystical aspirations and the nature of his conversion 
are among the aspects of his life which stand out in a 
sharper light.
672pp, col pls, Basic Books, 2015, 9780465022274, 
Hardback, was £30.00

Now £9.95

Band of Angels
the Forgotten world of 
early christian women

By Kate Cooper
though they are often forgotten, 
women from all walks of life played 
an invaluable role in christianity’s 
growth to become a world religion. 
by mobilizing friends and family to 
spread the word from household to household, they 
created a wave of change not unlike modern ‘viral’ 
marketing.
368pp, Atlantic Books, 2014, 9781848873308, Paperback, 
was £9.99

Now £4.95

Encounters
travel and Money in the 
byzantine world

By Eurydice S. Georganteli 
and Barrie Cook
the study of byzantine coins 
is essentially the study of 
communications and movement of 
people and ideas, within and outside 
byzantium. this highly illustrated volume, focuses on over 
50 coins to explore the empire's political and socio-
economic development and cultural relations with its 
neighbours.
72pp, col illus, Art Books International, 2006, 
9781904832270, Paperback, was £6.95

Now £3.95

Archaeology of the 
Frontier in the 
Medieval Near East
By Scott Redford
this report provides the evidence 
from the 11th to 13th century levels 
of the rural settlement of Grittle 
in turkey, and explores the socio-
economic dynamics of life in this 
march-land between the disintegrating byzantine empire, 
the newly established crusader states and the seljuk 
empire.
315pp, b/w illus, Archaeological Institute of America, 1998, 
9780924171659, Hardback, was £72.50

Now £6.95

Gifts of the Sultan
the arts of Giving at 
the Islamic courts

By Linda Komaroff
 this gloriously illustrated catalogue 
is the first investigation of gift-giving 
and its impact on the development 
of art in the Islamic world. Presenting 
some 240 rare and costly works of 
art associated with gift exchanges among the courts of 
Islam, byzantium, western europe, and eastern asia, the 
book provides a wide-ranging view of Islamic art and 
culture from the 8th through the 19th century.
352pp, col illus, Yale University Press, 2011, 
9780300171105, Hardback, was £45.00

Now £19.95

The Great Arab 
Conquests
how the spread of Islam 
changed the world we live in

By Hugh Kennedy
hugh kennedy not only vividly 
describes the dramatic and rapid 
expansion arab conquests of the 
seventh century, but examines the 
factors behind the astonishing success of the arab 
armies, arguing that timing was everything, but that Islam 
proved a strong motivational and unifying force in the 
arab armies.
421pp, col pls, Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 2008, 
9780306817403, Paperback, was £9.99

Now £4.95

Living in Historic 
Cairo
By Farhad Daftary
this illustrated book examines 
cairo from the first century ah / 
seventh century ad until the present, 
considering the relationships between 
the physical layout of the city and its 
historic buildings, its economy, and 
its social, cultural, and religious life. It also discusses the 
programs of the aga khan trust for culture, both for 
restoring historic monuments in the district of al-darb 
al-ahmar and for reviving and improving the social and 
economic life of the old city.
300pp, col illus, University of Washington Press, 2010, 
9781898592280, Hardback, was £46.00

Now £19.95

History of Ottoman 
Architecture
By Geoffrey Goodwin
this survey of ottoman architecture 
treats the subject chronologically 
and within its historical perspective, 
making reference to byzantine, 
Persian and selcuk examples. 
there is a discussion of the effects 
of conquests, religions and social organization, and 
alongside the descriptions of mosques are studies of the 
layout and function of the buildings which came to be 
grouped around the mosques - schools, baths, hostels, 
kitchens, fountains, mausolea, and shops.
512pp, b/w and col illus, Thames and Hudson, 1987, 
9780500274293, Paperback, was £24.95

Now £9.95

Court and Craft
a masterpiece from northern Iraq

By Rachel Ward

a study of the so-called ‘courtauld 
wallet’, a brass container richly inlaid 
with gold and silver, imitating a lady’s 
textile or leather bag, and probably 
made in Mosul in northern Iraq 
around 1300. essays explore the origins, function and 
iconography of this splendid luxury object as well as the 
cultural context in which it was made and used.
176pp, 120 colour illustrations, Paul Holberton Publishing, 
2014, 9781907372650, Paperback, was £30.00

Now £12.95

Saracen Strongholds 
1100-1500
By David Nicolle
a well-illustrated guide to Islamic 
fortifications as far apart as north 
africa, afghanistan and northern India, 
including urban citadels, palaces, town 
walls and castles and caravanserais. 
nicolle explores their design and 
development and their use in peacetime and war.
64pp, b/w and col illus, Osprey, 2009, 9781846033759, 
Paperback, was £11.99

Now £5.95

Artisans of Empire
crafts and craftspeople 
Under the ottomans

By Suraiya Faroqhi
this comprehensive history, by 
leading ottoman historian suraiya 
Faroqhi, presents the definitive view 
of the subject, from the production 
and distribution of different 
craft objects to their use and enjoyment within the 
community. Faroqhi sheds new light on all aspects of 
artisan life, setting the concerns of individual craftsmen 
within the context of the broader cultural themes that 
connect them to the wider world.
304pp, b/w illus, I.B. Tauris, 2011, 9781848859609, 
Paperback, was £14.99

Now £6.95

Between Revolution 
and State
the Path to Fatimid statehood

By Sumaiya Hamdani
this book examines the most 
important writings of a tenth century 
Islamic theologian and jurist who was 
one of the most original thinkers 
of his period. It argues that Qadi 
al-nu'man's works constituted new and vital genres in 
Ismaili shi'i literature, an emergence necessitated by the 
Fatimids' transition from revolutionary movement to 
statehood, and by their desire to establish their authority 
as a shi'i alternative to the sunni abbasid caliphate.
230pp, I.B. Tauris, 2006, 9781850438823, Hardback, was 
£27.00

Now £9.95

Archaeology of the 
Early Islamic 
Settlement in 
Palestine
By Jodi Magness
archaeological evidence is frequently 
cited by scholars as proof that 
Palestine declined after the Muslim 
conquest, and especially after the 
rise of the abbasids in the mid-eighth century. Instead, 
Magness argues that the archaeological evidence 
supports the idea that Palestine and syria experienced 
a tremendous growth in population and prosperity 
between the mid-sixth and mid-seventh centuries.
Eisenbrauns, 2003, 9781575060705, Hardback, was 
£42.95

Now £14.95

Saladin
the sultan who Vanquished 
the crusaders and built 
an Islamic empire

By John Man
John Man charts saladin's rise to 
power, his struggle to unify the 
warring factions of his faith, and his 
battles to retake Jerusalem and expel 
christian influence from arab lands.
Da Capo Press, 2015, 9780306824876, Hardback, was 
£20.00

Now £7.95
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The Medieval and 
Ottoman Hajj Route 
in Jordan
Edited by Andrew Petersen
this book documents the 
archaeological and architectural 
remains which line this route, paying 
particular attention to the forts and 
cisterns built and maintained by the 
ottoman rulers from the 16th century onwards.
Council for British Research in the Levant, 2012, 
9781842175026, Hardback, was £52.00

Now £14.95

Persian Ceramics
From the collections of 
the asian art Museum

By Aimee Froom
this beautifully illustrated volume 
presents highlights from the rich 
collection of Persian ceramics 
from the asian art Museum in san 
Francisco, ranging from 4000 bce to 
the 18th century. Many objects illustrate how Persian 
ceramics were enhanced by trade with east asia and 
europe, as well as Islamic lands such as Iraq, egypt and 
syria.
104pp, col illus, Asian Art Museum, 2008, 9780939117444, 
Paperback, was £24.00

Now £9.95

Excavations in Iona 
1964 to 1974
By Richard Reece
this volume contains numerous 
studies of a medieval religious 
compound from rescue excavations 
conducted on the island of Iona, off 
the coast of scotland.
118pp, b/w illus, UCL Press, 1981, 
9780905853093, Paperback, was £52.99

Now £7.95

Encyclopedia of the 
Viking Age
By John Haywood
this work uncovers the fascinatiing 
history of the Vikings, at both peace 
and war. over 400 lavishly illustrated 
articles examine all aspects of Viking 
society, including its history, laws 
and customs, industry, and arts and 
literature.
224pp, b/w illus, Thames and Hudson, 2000, 
9780500019825, Hardback, was £19.95

Now £9.95

The Art of the Picts
sculpture and Metalwork in 
early Medieval scotland

By George Henderson and 
Isobel Henderson
this well-illustrated book looks at 
the carved slabs, crosses, sculpture 
and metalwork of the Picts from 
an art-historical perspective. the 
authors argue that the Picts were a sophisticated society 
`capable of sustaining large-scale art programmes' 
and whilst being influenced by the art traditions of 
continental europe, they maintained their own artistic 
identity.
256pp, b/w illus, Thames and Hudson, 2004, 
9780500289631, Paperback, was £28.00

Now £12.95

Arthurian Sources, 
Volume 3
 Persons

By John Morris
a prosopography of ecclesiastics 
and lay people active in sub-roman 
britain, with biographical details 
and full citations and biblio graphical 
information, as well as cross-
referencing.
172pp, Phillimore and Co Ltd, 1995, 9780850337594, 
Hardback, was £19.95

Now £6.95

An Alternative History 
of Britain
the anglo-saxon age

By Timothy Venning
this book forms a chronological 
history of the anglo-saxon age, which 
identifies key turning points and 
processes of change, and asks 'what 
if?' of each of them. Questions include 
whether a predominantly celtic christianity could have 
prevailed in england, and if the unity of england under 
wessex would have been possible without the Viking 
invasions among many others.
256pp, 1 map, Pen and Sword Books Ltd, 2013, 
9781781591253, Hardback, was £19.99

Now £7.95

Anglo-Saxon Studies in 
Archaeology and 
History 13
Edited by Sarah Semple
a strong theme in this issue is the 
early anglo-saxon period, with a 
range of papers touching on aspects 
of migration. another shared theme 
is the complexity and multiplicity of 
meaning in iconography and art, whilst military strategy 
and military kit take this volume into the late saxon 
period.
368pp, b/w illus, Oxford University School of Archaeology, 
2006, 9780947816223, Paperback, was £45.00

Now £14.95

Anglo-Saxon Studies in 
Archaeology and 
History 15
By Sally Crawford and Helena Hamerow
Papers on a cemetery at Updown in 
kent; wat's dyke; western Mercian 
town defences; the significance of 
oe burh; the winchester style in 
metalwork finds from the danelaw; 
and masculinity in Viking-age england.
400pp, b/w illus, Oxford University School of Archaeology, 
2008, 9781905905102, Paperback, was £50.00

Now £14.95

Anglo-Saxon Studies in 
Archaeology and 
History 19
Edited by Helena Hamerow
this book charts the development of 
Glass over four millennia, from 18th 
dynasty egypt, through to the present 
day, illustrated by 56 examples from 
the collections held by the ashmolean 
Museum.
220pp, Oxford University School of Archaeology, 2015, 
9781905905348, Paperback, was £40.00

Now £14.95

Form and Order in the 
Anglo-Saxon World, 
AD 400-1100
anglo-saxon studies in archaeology 
and history Volume 16

Edited by Sally Crawford and By 
Helena Hamerow and Leslie Webster
the aim of this volume is to explore 
anglo-saxon perceptions of form and order in their 
different manifestations, through two main strands texts 
of all kinds, and art, architecture and archaeology.
128pp, 72 b/w illus, Oxford University School of 
Archaeology, 2009, 9781905905133, Paperback, was 
£35.00

Now £12.95

The Archaeology of 
the Gravel Terraces of 
the Upper and Middle 
Thames
the early historical 
Period: ad1-1000

By A. Smith, Paul Booth, Anne Dodd, 
Mark Robinson and Alexander Smith
a detailed account of the evolving settlement pattern. 
the authors then consider what archaeology can reveal 
about the populations of the valley, and their changing 
lifestyles, culture, identities and beliefs.
470pp, b/w and col illus t/out, Oxford University School 
of Archaeology, 2007, 9780954962753, Hardback, was 
£34.99

Now £14.95

Andreas and the Fates 
of the Apostles
Edited by Kenneth R. Brooks
an edition of the two old english 
poems, andreas and the Fates of the 
apostles. the numerous difficulties 
of interpretation and syntax are fully 
discussed in the textual commentary, 
and a glossary has been added.
184pp, Oxford University Press, 1961, 9780198114222, 
Hardback, was £12.99

Now £5.95

Asser's Life of King 
Alfred
together with the annals of saint 
neots erroneously ascribed to asser

Edited by William Henry Stevenson
stevenson’s 1906 edition of asser’s 
life of king alfred, comprising the 
latin text and copious notes. an 
article by dorothy whitelock surveys 
the debate on the authenticity of the work.
538pp, Oxford University Press, 1959, 9780198212010, 
Hardback, was £14.99

Now £6.95

Old English Glosses in 
the Epinal-Erfurt 
Glossary
By J.D. Pfeifer
the epinal-erfurt Glossary, which 
survives in two manuscripts contains 
around 4000 latin terms, around 1000 
of which are accompanied by an old 
english gloss, and are presented in 
this edition. they comprise the earliest extant body of 
english writing.
258pp, Oxford University Press, 1974, 9780198111641, 
Hardback, was £12.99

Now £5.95

The Winchester Mint 
and Coins and Related 
Finds from the 
Excavations of 1961-71
By Martin Biddle
this major study catalogues the 
5,500 surviving silver pennies from 
the winchester mint, alongside a 
detailed analysis of the use  made by 
the moneyers of dies, and as well as the size, weight, and 
the surviving  number of coins from each pair of dies to 
reconstruct the fortunes of the mint across this period.
725pp, b/w illus, Oxford University Press, 2012, 
9780198131724, Hardback, was £132.50

Now £49.95

Danes in Wessex
the scandinavian Impact on 
southern england, c. 800–c. 1100

Edited by Ryan Lavelle 
and Simon Roffey
two major topics, the Viking wars and 
the danish landowning elite, figure 
strongly in this collection but are 
shown not to be the sole reasons for 
the presence of danes, or items associated with them, in 
wessex. Multi-disciplinary approaches evoke Vikings and 
danes not just through the written record, but through 
their impact on real and imaginary landscapes and via the 
objects they owned or produced.
288pp, b/w and colour illustrations, Oxbow Books, 2015, 
9781782979319, Paperback, was £45.00

Now £14.95

Myth and History
ethnicity and Politics in the 
First Millennium british Isles

By Stephen James Yeates
In this book stephen yeates 
reassesses the first Millennium ad, 
and demonstrates that the evidence 
that has been used to construct the 
story of an anglo-saxon migration, 
with an incoming population replacing most, if not all, of 
the british population has been found wanting. Instead 
he sees the major migration periods in europe as 
occurring in the Mesolithic and the neolithic.
496pp, b/w illus throughout, Oxbow Books, 2012, 
9781842174784, Paperback, was £29.95

Now £7.95

The Anglo-Saxon 
Church of All Saints, 
Brixworth, 
Northamptonshire
By David Parsons and Diana Sutherland
an unprecedented account of one 
of the most important buildings of 
its period surviving in england. the 
building of the main body of the 
church was towards the end of the 8th century, with a 
western tower, stair turret and polygonal apse added 
before the end of the 9th. Major modifications were 
made during the early and later medieval periods.
336pp, col illus, inc. foldouts, Oxbow Books, 2013, 
9781842175316, Hardback, was £90.00

Now £29.95

Viking Worlds
things, spaces and Movement

Edited by Marianne Hem Eriksen, 
Unn Pedersen, Bernt Rundberget, 
Irmelin Axelsen and Heidi Lund Berg
contributions employ both traditional 
inter- or multi-disciplinarian 
perspectives such as using historical 
sources, Icelandic sagas and eddic 
poetry and also specialised methodologies and/or 
empirical studies, place-name research, the history of 
religion and technological advancements, such as isotope 
analysis.
176pp, b/w and colour illustrations, Oxbow Books, 2015, 
9781782977278, Hardback, was £40.00

Now £9.95

Saxon, Medieval and 
Post-Medieval 
Settlement at Sol 
Central, Northampton
By Pat Miller, Tom Wilson 
and Chiz Harward
excavation work revealed activity in 
the late saxon to norman period, 
when metalworking, crop processing 
and bone working took place at the site. a cemetery 
was established on the site in the 10th century and 
associated with the chapel of st Martin in the 12th 
century, from which 72 burials were excavated.
81pp, 76 b/w illus, 31 tabs, CD, MOLA (Museum of London 
Archaeology), 2006, 9781901992571, Paperback, was 
£11.95

Now £4.95

Anglo-Saxon Textual 
Illustration
By Thomas H. Ohlgren
this volume contains some 
415 photographs of the entire 
illustrations and major decoration 
of sixteen anglo-saxon manuscripts, 
fully described and indexed, and 
reproduced here for the first time.
576pp, b/w pls, Medieval Institute Publications, 1992, 
9781879288102, Hardback, was £89.99

Now £19.95

Eye and Mind
collected essays in anglo-
saxon and early Medieval art

By Robert Deshman
this volume collects thirteen essays 
by robert deshman, primarily on 
anglo-saxon art. they demonstrate 
the intrinsic connections among visual 
culture, theology, philosophy, political 
theory, and ecclesiastic doctrine and practice.
370pp, b/w illus, Medieval Institute Publications, 2009, 
9781580441223, Paperback, was £35.99

Now £12.95

Matthew Parker and 
His Books
By R. I. Page
In these lectures dr. Page assesses 
the evidence for Parker’s use of 
his manuscripts and printed books 
by drawing upon varied sources, 
including Parker’s very numerous 
annotations upon their pages, and 
surveys the archbishop’s role in the early-modern 
rediscovery and recovery of old english and other 
medieval sources.
133pp, 64 b/w pls, Medieval Institute Publications, 1993, 
9781879288201, Hardback, was £49.99

Now £12.95
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Sources of Anglo-
Saxon literary Culture 
Vol 1
abbo of Fleury, abbo of 
saint-Germain-des-Pres, 
and acta sanctorum

By F. M. Biggs
this volume forms part of a project 
by numerous scholars to map the sources which 
influenced the literary culture of anglo-saxon england. 
It aims at a comprehensive, descriptive list of all authors 
and works known in britain between c. 500 and c. 1100 
ce.
Medieval Institute Publications, 2001, 9781580440738, 
Paperback, was £38.99

Now £12.95

Sources Of Anglo-
Saxon Literary 
Culture: The 
Apocrypha
Edited by F. M. Biggs
this book forms part of a 
longstanding project by numerous 
scholars to map the sources which 
influenced the literary culture of 
anglo-saxon england. It aims at a comprehensive, 
descriptive list of all authors and works known in britain 
between c. 500 and c. 1100 ce. this volume brings up to 
date the entries on apocrypha first published in sources 
of anglo-saxon literary culture: a trial version (1990).
117pp, Medieval Institute Publications, 2007, 
9781580441193, Paperback, was £14.99

Now £5.95

The Old English 
Hexateuch
aspects and approaches

By Rebecca Barnhouse and 
Benjamin C. Withers
ten papers which reflect a wide 
range of research interests into the 
old english hexateuch. subjects 
include the contribution of aelfric, 
the dating evidence, the composition of the old english 
text including the personalities and motivations of the 
anonymous translators, the illustrations, male and female 
readers and the manuscript's place in anglo-saxon 
literature and art.
358pp, b/w illus, Medieval Institute Publications, 2000, 
9781580440509, Paperback, was £33.99

Now £9.95

The Preservation and 
Transmission of Anglo-
Saxon Culture
Edited by Joel T. Rosenthal 
and Paul E. Szarmach
seventeen papers discuss 
historiography, Medieval reception 
of anglo-saxon england, art and 
archaeology, literary approaches, and 
Manuscript studies. a particular feature of many of the 
papers is their north american perspective, examining 
how anglo-saxon studies as a discipline has been 
conducted in the Us.
508pp, b/w illus, Medieval Institute Publications, 1997, 
9781879288911, Paperback, was £14.99

Now £5.95

Intertexts
studies in anglo-saxon culture 
Presented to Paul e. szarmach

Edited by Virginia Blanton 
and Helen Scheck
this collection of essays explores 
the interconnectedness of a variety 
of anglo-saxon texts, including 
literary, cultural, historical, scholarly, 
and ecclesiastical. It is organized into three sections 
that consider scholarly reception,  material texts and 
contexts, and textual transmission.
448pp, illustrations, Medieval and Renaissance Texts Society, 
2009, 9780866983822, Hardback, was £51.00

Now £14.95

Sex and Sexuality in 
Anglo-Saxon England
essays in Memory of daniel 
Gillmore calder

Edited by Carol Braun Pasternack 
and Lisa M. C. Weston
sex and sexuality is the first 
collection of essays, indeed the 
first book, to explore the cultural 
constructions of sex, the sexes, and sexualities in anglo-
saxon england. the articles interrogate the discourses 
by which potentially reproductive and erotic elements of 
the body are understood and deployed.
284pp, illustrations, Medieval and Renaissance Texts Society, 
2005, 9780866983204, Hardback, was £35.00

Now £9.95

Between Earth and 
Heaven
By Johanna Kramer
between earth and heaven examines 
the teaching of the theology of 
christ's ascension in anglo-saxon 
literature, arguing that anglo-saxon 
authors recognise the ascension as 
fundamentally liminal in nature, as 
concerned with crossing boundaries and inhabiting dual 
states.
250pp, b/w pls, Manchester University Press, 2014, 
9780719087899, Hardback, was £75.00

Now £14.95

Water and Fire
the Myth of the Flood in 
anglo-saxon england

By Daniel Anlezark
this study reveals both an imaginative 
diversity and shared interpretations 
of the Flood myth. anglo-saxons 
saw the Flood as a climactic event 
in God's ongoing war with his more 
rebellious creatures, but they also perceived the mystery 
of redemption through baptism. anlezark studies a range 
of texts against their historical background, and discusses 
shifting emphases in the way the Flood was interpreted 
for diverse audiences.
384pp, Manchester University Press, 2006, 
9780719063985, Hardback, was £65.00

Now £14.95

Aelfric's Abbey
excavations at eynsham abbey, 
oxfordshire, 1989-1992

By Alan Hardy, A. Dodd and G. D. Keevill
the minster church at eynsham, 
oxfordshire, was founded in the 
7th or 8th century and refounded 
in 1005 as a benedictine abbey. the 
excavations carried out by oxford 
archaeology revealed substantial remains of the 
abbey, tracing its history from its foundation until the 
dissolution in 1538–9.
662pp, many b/w figs, 47 b/w pls, Lancaster, 2003, 
9780947816919, Hardback, was £49.95

Now £7.50

The Last Vikings
the epic story of the 
Great norse Voyagers

By Kirsten A. Seaver
a well researched general history of 
the norse colonisation of Greenland. 
combining archaeology with the 
sagas, and meagre mentions in other 
european sources, kirsten seaver 
looks at the exploration westward attributed to eirik 
the red and leif eirikson, and the colonies and trading 
posts which were established.
278pp, b/w illus, I.B. Tauris, 2010, 9781845118693, 
Hardback, was £19.99

Now £7.95

A Gazetteer of Anglo-
Saxon and Viking Sites
county durham and 
northumberland

By Guy Points
a comprehensive guide to places, 
artefacts and material of anglo-saxon 
and Viking interest in county durham 
and northumberland (pre 1974 
borders).
490pp, Guy Points, 2012, 9780955767913, Paperback, 
was £30.00

Now £9.95

The Combined Anglo-
Saxon Chronicles
By Guy Points
today some nine manuscripts survive 
in whole or in part to make up 
what is known as the “anglo-saxon 
chronicle”. the author provides a 
narrative in chronological order of 
the information provided by the 
extant manuscripts. Unique to his presentation is the 
device of using different print font types in the text to 
identify each of the source manuscripts.
136pp, Guy Points, 2013, 9780955767920, Paperback, 
was £12.95

Now £4.95

Yorkshire
a Gazetteer of anglo-
saxon and Viking sites

By Guy Points
a comprehensive guide to places, 
artefacts and material in yorkshire 
of anglo-saxon and Viking interest 
comprising 282 sites. each entry is 
rated to indicate the quality of what 
there is to see and how easy it is to find, and the sites 
are described in detail, including measurements and 
descriptions of decoration where appropriate.
446pp, with illus., Guy Points, 2007, 9780955767906, 
Paperback, was £24.95

Now £4.95

Walk into the Dark 
Ages
By Bill Bevan
this gloriously illustrated book 
introduces the reader to early 
medieval britain and Ireland through 
35 chronologically arranged sites 
from the broch of Moura and the 
saxon shore forts to the battlefield 
at hastings and the norman motte and bailey castle 
at Painscastle via tintagel, dunadd, and skellig Michael 
among many others. each entry is accompanied by a 
route map, but this is as much for the armchair explorer 
as the walker.
208pp, col illus, Frances Lincoln Ltd, 2014, 
9780711234116, Hardback, was £30.00

Now £9.95

The Anglo-Saxon Avon 
Valley Frontier
By Martyn Whittock and 
Hannah Whittock
his study explores the evidence of 
archaeology, chronicles, charters and 
place-names to analyse the history of 
the 'bristol avon' as a frontier from 
the 4th to the 11th century, but with 
roots extending back into the Iron age.
144pp, col pls, Fonthill Media Ltd, 2014, 9781781552827, 
Paperback, was £16.99

Now £5.95

EAA 108: Excavations 
at Mill Lane, Thetford, 
1995
By Heather Wallis
In 1995 a large-scale excavation was 
undertaken to the south of the little 
ouse in thetford, in an area which 
had once been part of the late saxon 
settlement. the excavation results 
have added significantly to our understanding of late 
saxon thetford, and confirmed that there was no earlier 
settlement in this part of the town.
131pp, 52 b/w figs, 36 tbsm 24 charts, 5 b/w pls, East 
Anglian Archaeology, 2004, 9780905594415, Paperback, 
was £13.00

Now £5.95

EAA 74: A Late 
Neolithic, Saxon and 
Medieval Site at 
Middle Harling, 
Norfolk
By Andrew Rogerson
a hoard of coins of the shadowy 
east anglian king beonna triggered 
off a project which revealed not only late neolithic 
activity but also a Viking burial and a small part of a rural 
settlement of the 8th to 13th centuries ad.
100pp, 82 figs, 13 tables, East Anglian Archaeology, 1995, 
9780905594170, Paperback, was £10.00

Now £4.95

Aspects of Anglo-
Scandinavian York
By R. A. Hall
the ten chapters in this book, 
each written by a specialist, place 
the coppergate discoveries within 
the wider context of Viking yorvik 
whilst demonstrating `how far the 
study of anglo-scandinavian york has 
progressed in the last quarter century’ since the `Viking 
dig’.
228pp, b/w figs, fold-out, Council for British Archaeology, 
2004, 9781902771427, Paperback, was £19.95

Now £6.95

The Later Anglo-Saxon 
Settlement at 
Bishopstone
By Gabor Thomas
12 essays and two catalogues make 
up this book which grew out of the 
cambridge International sceatta 
symposium. essays on early saxon 
sceatta coinage look at new finds, 
classification and different coin series, locations of mints 
and areas of circulation, orthography and iconography 
and the place of the coinage in the wider economy.
270pp, b/w illus, Council for British Archaeology, 2010, 
9781902771830, Paperback, was £40.00

Now £20.00

Landscape Perception 
in Early Celtic 
Literature
By Francesco Benozzo
this pioneering work shows how 
celtic cultures understood the place 
of human beings in their natural 
environment in ways fundamentally 
different from our own. benozzo 
explores the unique unfolding of landscapes in early Irish 
and welsh texts, including tain bo cuailgne, the Voyage 
of bran, the Gododdin and the mythological taliesin 
poem on the battle of the trees.
260pp, Celtic Studies Publications, 2004, 9781891271113, 
Paperback, was £19.95

Now £7.95

Buckland Anglo-Saxon 
Cemetery, Dover
By Keith Parfitt and Trevor Anderson
the 1994 excavations at buckland, 
dover, uncovered another 244 
graves in the extensive anglo-saxon 
cemetery first excavated by Professor 
Vera evison in 1951-3. Just over two 
thirds of the burials contained grave 
goods. several male burials contained a sword, others a 
spear and sometimes a shield. women's graves included 
brooches and beads and a variety of other objects
Canterbury Archaeological Trust, 2012, 9781870545235, 
Hardback, was £35.00

Now £9.95

Painted Labyrinth
the world of the 
lindisfarne Gospels

By Michelle P. Brown
this guide outlines the history and 
production of the lindisfarne Gospels 
and discusses their religious context, 
the labyrinthine web of words and 
images, production of the manuscripts 
and their significance to those who made them and to 
the kingdom of anglo-saxon northumbria as a whole.
48pp, col illus, British Library, 2003, 9780712348119, 
Paperback, was £5.95

Now £2.95

John the Baptist's 
Prayer or the Descent 
into Hell from the 
Exeter Book
By M R Rambaran-Olm
this first full-length study offers a 
full account of the old english poem 
known popularly as the descent into 
hell, together with an edition of the 
text and facing translation. It aims to resolve some of the 
poem's vexing issues and provides a variety of possible 
interpretations of the poem.
249pp, Boydell and Brewer Ltd, 2014, 9781843843665, 
Hardback, was £60.00

Now £14.95

Saints and Scholars
Edited by Stuart McWilliams
anglo-saxon literature and culture, 
and their subsequent appropriations, 
unite the essays collected here. 
Prominent themes include 
hagiography and issues of community 
and reception.
288pp, Boydell and Brewer Ltd, 2012, 
9781843843030, Hardback, was £60.00

Now £14.95
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The Conquest of the 
North Atlantic
By G. J. Marcus
a history of seamanship, discovery 
and the development of  technology 
in the north atlantic, from the 
earliest expeditions of Irish Monks, 
to the Viking voyages of discovery 
and growing english maritime power 
in the later Middle ages. G.J. Marcus provides a notable 
focus on practical issues - shipbuilding, and navigation.
238pp, b/w illus, Boydell and Brewer Ltd, 2007, 
9781843833161, Paperback, was £14.99

Now £5.95

Two Decades of 
Discovery
By Tony Abramson
12 essays and two catalogues make 
up this book which grew out of the 
cambridge International sceatta 
symposium. essays on early saxon 
sceatta coinage look at new finds, 
classification and different coin series, 
locations of mints and areas of circulation, orthography 
and iconography and the place of the coinage in the 
wider economy.
204pp, b/w illus, Boydell and Brewer Ltd, 2008, 
9781843833710, Paperback, was £50.00

Now £9.95

Writing Power in 
Anglo-Saxon England
By Catherine A. M. Clarke
this book explores how power is 
shaped and negotiated in later anglo-
saxon texts, focusing in particular on 
how hierarchical, vertical structures 
are presented alongside patterns of 
reciprocity and economies of mutual 
obligation, especially within the context of patronage 
relationships (whether secular, spiritual, literal or 
symbolic).
191pp, Boydell and Brewer Ltd, 2012, 9781843843191, 
Hardback, was £60.00

Now £14.95

The Eucharist in 
Pre-Norman Ireland
By Neil Xavier O'Donoghue
In addition to reassessing the 
available texts for the liturgy of the 
eucharist in the pre-norman Irish 
church this study considers the social 
dimension of the eucharist, and its 
treatment in art and architecture. 
Most importantly, o'donoghue shows that pre-norman 
Ireland was very much a part of the western (Gallican) 
liturgical tradition
352pp, University of Notre Dame Press, 2011, 
9780268037321, Paperback, was £46.50

Now £14.95

This is my Body
representational Practices 
in the early Middle ages

By Michal Kobialka
kobialka takes four epistemological 
fragments to illustrate his argument 
that images of the male and female 
body recreated in medieval drama 
and theatre were constantly changing 
and affected by different modes of seeing until they 
were stabilised by the constitutions of the Fourth latern 
council in 1215.
313pp, University of Michigan Press, 1999, 
9780472089383, Paperback, was £35.95

Now £12.95

Celtic Saints of Ireland
By Elizabeth Rees
combining archaeology and place-
name studies with early documentary 
sources, elizabeth rees reconstructs 
the landscapes and material world of 
early christianity in Ireland, paying 
particular attention to its saints.
192pp, The History Press, 2013, 
9780752477404, Paperback, was £16.99

Now £6.95

Excavations at 
Dorestad 3
By W. A. Van Es and W. J. H. Verwers
at the enormously important 
early medieval port of dorestad  
excavations east of hoogstraat took 
place from 1971-75, comprising five 
complexes of trenches, four of which 
are published here. chapters discuss 
the riverbed area and its structures and finds, and 
provide a chronology for the site.
282pp, Rijksdienst v/h Oudheidkundig, 2009, 
9789057991271, Hardback, was £35.00

Now £12.95

Landscape With Two 
Saints
By Lisa M. Bitel
this intriguing book examines the 
multifaceted careers and cults of 
two fifth and sixth century saints, 
Genovefa of Paris and brigit of 
kildare. Unlike the usual stereotype 
of the female saint as pious virgin 
martyr, Genovefa and brigit were celebrated for the 
active part they played in ordering and shaping their 
newly christian communities.
297pp, Oxford University Press, 2009, 9780195336528, 
Hardback, was £29.49

Now £12.95

Old Irish Wisdom 
Attributed to Aldfrith 
of Northumbria
an edition of briathra 
Flainn Fhina Maic ossu

By Colin A. Ireland
an edition and english translation 
of an old Irish text, comprising a 
series of three word maxims, attributed to king aldfrith 
of northumbria (ca. 685-705) under his Irish name 
Flann Fina. It seeks to demonstrate that these maxims 
represent a coherent text despite the varied contexts in 
which they have been preserved.
256pp, Medieval and Renaissance Texts Society, 2000, 
9780866982474, Hardback, was £25.00

Now £7.95

Becoming 
Charlemagne
europe, baghdad and the 
empires of a.d. 800

By Jeff Sypeck
on christmas morning in the year 
800, Pope leo III placed the crown 
of imperial rome on the brow of a 
Germanic king named karl--a gesture 
that enabled the man later hailed as charlemagne 
to claim his empire and forever shape the destiny of 
europe. becoming charlemagne tells the story of the 
international power struggle that led to this world-
changing event.
304pp, Harper Collins Publishers, 2006, 9780060797072, 
Paperback, was £10.99

Now £4.95

Religious Women in 
Early Carolingian 
Francia
a study of Manuscript transmission 
and Monastic culture

By Felice Lifshitz
this study of the intellectual and 
monastic culture of the Main Valley 
during the eighth century, explores how one group of 
religious women helped to shape the culture of medieval 
europe through the texts they wrote and copied, as well 
as through their editorial interventions.
368pp, col pls, Fordham University Press, 2014, 
9780823256877, Hardback, was £42.00

Now £14.95

Bright Lights of the 
Dark Ages
the thaw collection of early 
Medieval ornaments

By Debra Noel Adams
the exceptionally broad scope of 
the thaw collection, spanning over a 
millennium, is used here to illustrate 
the continuity and evolution of fine 
metalworking traditions. It also reveals the profound 
influence of the classical world on the new political 
alliances formed during the early Medieval period 
that united people from diverse cultural and ethnic 
backgrounds.
432pp, col illus, D Giles Limited, 2014, 9781907804250, 
Hardback, was £65.00

Now £19.95

Poems of Alcimus 
Acdicius Avitus
Translated by George W. Shea
Presents an english translation 
and discussion of the six poems of 
avitus, the sixth century bishop of 
Vienne, along with their two related 
prologues addressed to his brother-
in-law sidonius apollinaris. the first 
five provide narratives on biblical themes, the sixth is a 
meditation in praise of chastity.
170pp, Arizona State University, 1997, 9780866982146, 
Hardback, was £14.00

Now £4.95

Late Medieval English 
Church
By G. W. Bernard
the later medieval english church is 
invariably viewed through the lens of 
the reformation that transformed it. 
but in this bold and provocative book 
historian George bernard examines 
it on its own terms, revealing a 
church with vibrant faith and great energy, but also with 
weaknesses that reforming bishops worked to overcome.
Yale University Press, 2012, 9780300179972, Hardback, 
was £25.00

Now £11.95

Tales from the Long 
Twelfth Century
the rise and Fall of the 
angevin empire

By Richard Huscroft
this intriguing book tells the story 
of england's great medieval angevin 
dynasty in an entirely new way. 
departing from the usual king-centric 
narrative, richard huscroft instead centers each of his 
chapters on the experiences of a particular man or 
woman who contributed to the broad sweep of events.
320pp, b/w pls, Yale University Press, 2016, 
9780300187250, Hardback, was £20.00

Now £9.95

The Wars of the Roses
the Fall of the Plantagenets 
and the rise of the tudors

By Dan Jones
this book completes dan Jones' 
epic history of medieval england, 
and describes how the Plantagenets 
tore themselves apart to be finally 
replaced by the tudors. with vivid 
descriptions of the battle of towton, where 28,000 men 
died in a single morning, and the battle of bosworth 
Field, at which richard III was hacked down, this is the 
real story behind shakespeare's famous history plays.
242pp, b/w illus, Viking, 2014, 9780670026678, Hardback, 
was £20.00

Now £7.95

England's Empty 
Throne
Usurpation and the language 
of legitimation, 1399-1422

By Paul Strohm
In this boldly revisionary book, Paul 
strohm provides a new account of 
the lancastrian revolution and its 
aftermath. Integrating techniques 
of literary and historical analysis, strohm reveals the 
lancastrian monarchs as masters of outward display, 
persuasively "performing" their kingship through a 
variety of novel ceremonies in a quest for legitimacy.
292pp, University of Notre Dame Press, 2006, 
9780268041212, Paperback, was £33.95

Now £12.95

The Call to Read
reginald Pecock's books and 
textual communities

By Kirsty Campbell
kirsty campbell examines the 
important and innovative contribution 
Pecock made to late medieval debates 
about the roles of the bible, the 
church, the faculty of reason, and 
practices of devotion in fostering a vital, productive, and 
stable christian community.
336pp, University of Notre Dame Press, 2010, 
9780268023065, Paperback, was £36.95

Now £9.95

Bannockburn 1314
the battle 700 years on

By Chris Brown
bannockburn english would suffer 
throughout the Middle ages, and a 
huge personal humiliation for king 
edward II. chris brown's startling 
account recreates the campaign and 
battle from the perspectives of both 
the scots and the english, drawing on both documentary 
accounts and a fresh look at the landscape of the 
battlefield.
304pp, The History Press, 2015, 9780750953795, 
Paperback, was £12.99

Now £6.95

Robin Hood
By J. C. Holt
In this definitive work on the famous 
outlaw J.c. holt traces back the 
various elements of the robin hood 
legend, using evidence from surnames 
and nicknames to extend it back into 
the 13th century, and looking at the 
audience for robin hood tales, the 
actual background to outlawry in 
medieval england and the various places which have been 
linked to robin hood.
265pp, col pls, Thames and Hudson, 1982, 
9780500289358, Paperback, was £12.95

Now £5.95

The Greatest Knight
the remarkable life of 
william Marshal, the Power 
behind Five english thrones

By Thomas Asbridge
thomas asbridge draws upon an 
array of contemporary evidence, 
including the thirteenth-century 
biography, to present a compelling 
account of william Marshal's life and times, from rural 
england to the battlefields of France, the desert castles 
of the holy land and the verdant shores of Ireland.
464pp, col pls, Simon and Schuster, 2015, 
9781471163388, Paperback, was £9.99

Now £4.95

Winter King
henry VII and the dawn 
of tudor england

By Thomas Penn
a lively treatment of the reign of 
henry VII, focusing on his struggle for 
legitimacy, the rebellions which he 
faced and the increasingly arbitrary 
and paranoid nature of his rule.
448pp, Simon and Schuster, 2013, 9781439191576, 
Paperback, was £9.99

Now £4.95

Henry V
By John Matusiak
this new biography takes a fresh 
look at henry's entire life and nine 
year reign. John Matusiak shows that 
the situation confronting henry at 
the outset of his reign was far more 
favourable than is often supposed 
but that he was nonetheless a man of 
prodigious gifts whose extraordinary 
achievements in battle left the deepest possible 
impression upon his contemporaries.
304pp, b/w illus, Routledge, 2012, 9780415620277, 
Paperback, was £28.99

Now £9.95

For Honour and Fame
chivalry in england 1066-1500

By Nigel Saul
a survey of chivalry - the value 
system of the medieval aristocracy. 
Focusing on england, saul discusses its 
origins, its martial aspects, its impact 
on art and architecture, and on 
literature, its religious aspects, and its 
broader impact on social relations.
432pp, Pimlico Publishing Ltd, 2012, 9781845951894, 
Paperback, was £16.99

Now £6.95
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Looking Inward
devotional reading and the Private 
self in late Medieval england

By Jennifer Bryan
an exploration of the popularity of 
the english devotional treatise in the 
later Middle ages. Jennifer bryan 
argues that these works encouraged 
readers to focus on themselves and 
their own identities, in effect they acted as a mirror 
on the soul, and their popularity both reflected and 
contributed to a growing feeling of self-awareness in late 
medieval society.
270pp, Pennsylvania University Press, 2008, 
9780812240481, Hardback, was £42.00

Now £12.95

An Alternative History 
of Britain
the war of the roses

By Timothy Venning
this book forms a chronological 
history of the wars of the roses, 
which identifies key turning points 
and asks 'what if?' of each of them. as 
much as exploring alternative paths of 
history, however, Venning's approach focuses on why they 
happened as they did, asking how forces were weighted, 
and where luck or judgement had a decisive say.
224pp, 1 map, Pen and Sword Books Ltd, 2013, 
9781781591277, Hardback, was £19.99

Now £7.95

King John
england, Magna carta and 
the Making of a tyrant

By Stephen Church
In 1199 king John took possession 
of a vast - and vastly wealthy - 
inheritance. but by his death in 1215, 
he had squandered it all, and come 
close to losing his english kingdom, 
too. stephen church vividly recounts exactly how John 
contrived to lose so much, so quickly and in doing so, 
tells the story of Magna carta.
334pp, col pls, Pan, 2016, 9781447241959, Paperback, 
was £9.99

Now £4.95

St Edmund of 
Abingdon
a study of hagiography and history

By C. H. Lawrence
st edmund was the last archbishop 
of canterbury and the first oxford 
master to have been officially 
canonized. this book offers a careful 
scrutinisation of the hagiographic 
tradition and the primary texts.
339pp, Oxford University Press, 1960, 9780198212751, 
Hardback, was £14.99

Now £6.95

Stephen Langton
By Maurice Powicke
Powicke's Ford lectures from 1928 
remain the principal study of stephen 
langton, exploring his role in the 
Magna carta crisis, and the influence 
of scholastic philosophy on his 
actions.
227pp, Oxford University Press, 1928, 
9780198269687, Hardback, was £12.99

Now £5.95

The Letters of Osbert 
of Clare
Prior of westminster

By E. W. Williamson
the latin text of the letters of osbert 
of clare, active from the 1120s to 
the 1150s. osbert promoted reform, 
was twice exiled by his superiors at 
westminster, and was one of the 
most prolific hagiographers and forgers of charters of 
his age.
232pp, Oxford University Press, 1998, 9780198206187, 
Hardback, was £12.99

Now £5.95

English Inland Trade 
1430-1540
southampton and its region

Edited by Michael Hicks
a detailed examination of 
southampton’s trade with its 
extensive region and commercial 
development in the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries.
184pp, b/w and colour illus., Oxbow Books, 2015, 
9781782978244, Hardback, was £45.00

Now £14.95

John Stone's Chronicle
christ church Priory 
canterbury 1417-1472

Edited by Meriel Connor
this book offers the reader selections 
from stone’s modest compilation of 
the internal life of his own monastic 
community - obituaries of monks, the 
celebration of the liturgy, even the 
weather - set against the wider events of the tumultuous 
fifteenth century in england.
176pp, Medieval Institute Publications, 2010, 
9781580441070, Paperback, was £14.99

Now £5.95

Love and Marriage in 
Late Medieval London
By Shannon McSheffrey
this book examines the public and 
private relationship of marriage, 
as well as its religious and social 
connotations, through translations 
of depositions, or testimonies, from 
marriage cases brought before 15th-
century english church courts.
89pp, Medieval Institute Publications, 1995, 
9781879288539, Paperback, was £10.99

Now £4.95

Studies on the 
Personal Name in 
Later Medieval 
England and Wales
Edited by David Postles 
and Joel T. Rosenthal
collected papers on medieval 
england's names and naming patterns-
-mostly forenames or christian 
names, but with some attention to family names.
398pp, Medieval Institute Publications, 2006, 
9781580440264, Paperback, was £35.99

Now £9.95

Robert Mannyng of 
Brunne: The Chronicle
Edited by Idelle Sullens
the chronicle by robert Mannyng 
of brunne (fl.1288–1338) is a history 
of the british people in english verse; 
Part I is a translation of the French 
roman de brut of wace (1155); Part 
II is from the anglo-French chronicle 
of Peter of langtoft. this volume presents a scholarly 
edition of the text, with introduction, notes and glossary.
920pp, Medieval and Renaissance Texts Society, 1996, 
9780866981378, Hardback, was £60.00

Now £14.95

The Wars of the Roses
By Trevor Royle
an entertaining popular narrative of 
the wars of the roses, which takes 
the long view, beginning in 1399 
with the usurpation of henry IV 
and including the Perkin warbeck 
rebellion against henry VII. trevor 
royle tells the story with gusto, 
focusing on political events rather 
than producing a predominantly military account.
496pp, b/w pls, Little, Brown and Company, 2010, 
9780349117904, Paperback, was £14.99

Now £4.95

1215
the year of Magna carta

By Danny Danziger and John Gillingham
a popular exploration of english 
society in 1215 and the events which 
led to the signing of Magna carta. 
each chapter adopts a theme, such 
as the castle, the countryside, town, 
school, tournaments and battles, king 
John, the english, the church, and christianity, to look at 
how rich and poor lived their lives and how they viewed 
their changing world.
324pp, Hodder and Stoughton, 2003, 9780340824757, 
Paperback, was £12.99

Now £4.95

Magna Carta
law, liberty, legacy

Edited by Claire Breay 
and Julian Harrison
this exhibition catalogue takes us 
on a journey from the charter's 
medieval origins through to what it 
means to people around the world 
today. drawing on the rich historical 
collections of the british library - including two original 
copies of Magna carta from 1215 - the book brings to 
life the history and contemporary resonance of this 
globally important document.
272pp, col illus, British Library, 2015, 9780712357630, 
Paperback, was £25.00

Now £9.95

John Wyclif on War 
and Peace
By Rory Cox
From the writings of st augustine of 
hippo in the fifth century, christian 
justifications of war had revolved 
around three key criteria: just 
cause, proper authority and correct 
intention. Using wyclif's extensive 
latin corpus, the author shows how he dismantled 
these three pillars of medieval "just war" doctrine, 
demonstrating that he created a coherent doctrine of 
pacificism and non-resistance which was at that time 
unparallelled.
200pp, Boydell and Brewer Ltd, 2014, 9780861933259, 
Hardback, was £50.00

Now £12.95

Memory and Myths of 
the Norman Conquest
By Sarah Brownlie
this book offers a study of 
contemporary british memory of 
the norman conquest, focussing 
on shared knowledge, attitudes and 
beliefs. I draws on a study of 807 
contemporary british newspaper 
articles, a quantitative survey of 2000 Uk residents and 
contemporary books and films.
240pp, Boydell and Brewer Ltd, 2013, 9781843838524, 
Hardback, was £60.00

Now £9.95

Socialising the Child in 
Late Medieval England, 
c. 1400-1600
By Merridee L. Bailey
this study takes as its focus the 
ways in which vernacular literature 
(including english courtesy poems, 
incunabula and sixteenth-century 
printed household books, grammar 
school statutes, and pedagogic books) provided a guide 
to socialising children.
288pp, Boydell and Brewer Ltd, 2012, 9781903153420, 
Hardback, was £60.00

Now £14.95

The Anglo-Norman 
Language and Its 
Contexts
By Richard Ingham
the essays in this volume examine 
the development and role of anglo-
norman from a variety of different 
perspectives and contexts, though 
with a concentration on the theme 
of linguistic contact between anglo-norman and english, 
seeking to situate it more precisely in space and time 
than has hitherto been the case.
196pp, Boydell and Brewer Ltd, 2010, 9781903153307, 
Hardback, was £50.00

Now £12.95

The Culture of 
Inquisition in Medieval 
England
Edited by Katie L. Walter 
and Mary C. Flannery
here inquisition is revealed as 
playing a broad role in medieval 
english culture, not only in relation 
to sanctions like excommunication, 
penance and confession, but also in the fields of 
exemplarity, rhetoric and poetry. beyond its specific 
legal and pastoral applications, inquisitio was a dialogic 
mode of inquiry and a means of discerning, producing or 
rewriting truth.
194pp, Boydell and Brewer Ltd, 2013, 9781843843368, 
Hardback, was £60.00

Now £14.95

The Foundations of 
Medieval English 
Ecclesiastical History
studies Presented to david smith

By Christopher N. L. Brooke, Philippa 
Hoskin and Barrie Dobson
these essays demonstrate the 
importance of critical editions of 
primary documents editions to a proper understanding 
and elucidation of a number of problems in medieval 
ecclesiastical history, ranging from thirteenth-century 
forgery to diocesan administration, from the church 
courts to the cloisters, and from the english parish 
clergy to the papacy.
284pp, 1 b/w illus, Boydell and Brewer Ltd, 2005, 
9781843831693, Hardback, was £60.00

Now £14.95

Fourteenth Century 
England IV
Edited by J.S. Hamilton
topics include the cult of thomas of 
lancaster, royal landscapes, edward 
III's fundraising, thomas hatfield, 
agnes Malatravers, John Mirk, the 
statutes of Provisors and Premunire, 
the royal pardon, thomas despenser, 
the deposition of richard II, and the coal industry.
204pp, Boydell and Brewer, 2006, 9781843832201, 
Hardback, was £60.00

Now £12.95

Fourteenth Century 
England VIII
Edited by J.S. Hamilton
topics include arms and armour; the 
court of chivalry; Isabella and edward 
II; richard II and the Mortimer 
inheritance; edward III and the 
benefices of exeter; the episcopal 
adventus; and John Mirk.
187pp, Boydell and Brewer, 2014, 9781843839170, 
Hardback, was £60.00

Now £12.95

Records of 
Convocation III: 
Canterbury 1313-1377
Edited by Gerald L. Bray
this volume contains all the evidence 
for convocations and provincial 
councils during the reigns of edward 
II and edward III, and reconstructs the 
period from 1328 to 1349, for which 
the canterbury registers have been lost. latin text.
458pp, Boydell and Brewer, 2005, 9781843831785, 
Hardback, was £95.00

Now £19.95

Records of 
Convocation IV: 
Canterbury 1377-1414
Edited by Gerald L. Bray
this volume contains the acts of 
convocation during the reigns of 
richard II and henry IV, extensively 
reconstructed from the archbishops' 
registers (which are in disorder for 
much of this period) and other sources. latin text.
458pp, Boydell and Brewer, 2011, 9781843831792, 
Hardback, was £95.00

Now £19.95
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Reimagining History in 
Anglo-Norman Prose 
Chronicles
By John Spence
this book studies the essential 
characteristics of the anglo-norman 
Prose chronicle for the first time, 
situating it within the multilingual 
cultures of late medieval england. 
In particular, it explores how anglo-norman prose 
chronicles rewrite the past with rhetorical flourish, 
in order to advance the contemporary political and 
personal agendas of their authors and patrons.
236pp, Boydell and Brewer, 2013, 9781903153451, 
Hardback, was £60.00

Now £14.95

Puir Labourers and 
Busy Husbandmen
the countryside of lowland 
scotland in the Middle ages

By Piers Dixon
this excellent book provides an 
outline study of changes in daily life 
in twelfth and  thirteenth century 
lowland scotland: the creation of 
towns, burghs and new feudal estates, the growth of new 
rural industries and agricultural surpluses that could be 
sold at  markets.
64pp, b/w and col illus, Birlinn Ltd, 2003, 9781841581460, 
Paperback, was £6.99

Now £2.95

Bannockburn
the battle for a nation

By Alistair Moffat
a new narrative treatment of the 
batle of bannockburn. In addition 
to setting the battle within its 
historical and political context alistair 
Moffat captures all the fear, heroism, 
confusion and desperation of the 
fighting itself as he describes the tactics and manoeuvres 
that led to scottish victory.
160pp, Birlinn, 2014, 9781780272184, Hardback, was 
£12.99

Now £5.95

Agincourt
the king; the campaign; the battle

By Juliet Barker
Juliet barker draws upon a huge 
range of  sources to give a compelling 
account of the battle of agincourt. 
but she also  looks behind the action 
on the field to paint a portrait of 
the  age, moving from the ambition of 
kings to the dynamics of daily  life in peace and war.
461pp, col pls, Abacus, 2005, 9780349119182, Paperback, 
was £11.99

Now £4.95

Daughter of Venice
caterina corner, Queen of cyprus, 
and woman of the renaissance

By Holly S. Hurlburt
caterina corner, a Venetian 
noblewoman and the last Queen 
of cyprus, led a complex and 
remarkable life. this study considers 
for the first time the strategies of 
her reign, negotiating Venetian encroachment, family 
pressures, and the challenges of female rule.
348pp, b/w and col illus, Yale University Press, 2015, 
9780300209723, Hardback, was £40.00

Now £14.95

Markets and 
Marketplaces in 
Medieval Italy, c.1100 
to c.1440
By Dennis Romano
dennis romano explores the 
significance of the marketplace as the 
symbolic embodiment of the common 
good; its regulation and organization; 
the ethics of economic exchange; and how governments 
and guilds sought to promote market values. a particular 
focus is on the spatial, architectural, and artistic elements 
of the marketplace.
272pp, b/w and col illus, Yale University Press, 2015, 
9780300169072, Hardback, was £35.00

Now £12.95

Shopping in the 
Renaissance
By Evelyn Welch
this fascinating and original book 
breaks new ground in the area 
of renaissance material culture, 
focusing on the marketplace and 
such related topics as middle-class to 
courtly consumption, the provision 
of foodstuffs, and the acquisition of antiquities and holy 
relics. evelyn welch draws on wide-ranging sources to 
expose the fears, anxieties, and social possibilities of the 
renaissance marketplace and to show the impact of 
these attitudes on developing urban spaces.
403pp, col illus, Yale University Press, 2009, 
9780300159851, Paperback, was £18.99

Now £7.95

Ambiguous Realities
Edited by Carole Levin 
and Jeanie Watson
topics include the changes in attitude 
toward women, the role and status 
of women, the dichotomy between 
the public and private spheres, the 
prescriptions for women's behaviour 
and the image of the ideal woman, 
and the difference between the 
perceived and the actual audience of medieval and 
renaissance writers.
Wayne State University Press, 9780814318737, Paperback, 
was £15.95

Now £4.95

Blessed Louis, the 
Most Glorious of Kings
Translated by M. Cecilia Gaposchkin
with the aim of showing saint 
louis as he was commemorated in 
the literature of the Middle ages, 
this book presents six previously 
untranslated texts: two little-known 
but early and important vitae of saint 
louis; two unedited sermons by the Parisian preacher 
Jacob of lausanne (d. 1322); and a liturgical office and 
proper mass in his honor.
307, University of Notre Dame Press, 2012, 
9780268029845, Paperback, was £37.95

Now £12.95

Converts, Heretics, 
and Lepers
Maimonides and the outsider

By James A. Diamond
this book consists of a series of 
studies addressing Moses Maimonides' 
(1138-1204) appropriation of marginal 
figures - lepers, converts, heretics, and 
others - normally considered on the 
fringes of society and religion. each chapter focuses on a 
type or character that, in Maimonides' hands, becomes a 
metaphor for a larger, more substantive theological and 
philosophical issue
368pp, University of Notre Dame Press, 2007, 
9780268025922, Paperback, was £33.95

Now £9.95

Engaging with Nature
essays on the natural world in 
Medieval and early Modern europe

Edited by Barbara Hanawalt 
and Lisa J. Kiser
this collection of essays looks at the 
interaction between humans and the 
natural world, at medieval ideas and 
conceptions of nature, and at the use 
of animals and the natural world as literary and cultural 
devices. 
236pp, University of Notre Dame Press, 2008, 
9780268030834, Paperback, was £29.50

Now £9.95

From Knowledge to 
Beatitude
st. Victor, twelfth-century 
scholars, and beyond

Edited by E. Ann Matter 
and Lesley Smith
essays on the intersection between 
christian theology and spiritual life 
primarily in the twelfth and thirteenth 
centuries, especially in the Parisian school of st. Victor. 
they range from the study of the exegetical school of 
twelfth-century st. Victor and medieval glossed bibles to 
the medieval cultural reception of women visionaries, 
preachers, and crusaders.
488pp, University of Notre Dame Press, 2013, 
9780268035280, Hardback, was £72.95

Now £19.95

Gendering Disgust in 
Medieval Religious 
Polemic
By Alexandra Cuffel
alexandra cuffel analyzes medieval 
Jewish, christian, and Muslim uses 
of gendered bodily imagery and 
metaphors of impurity in their visual 
and verbal polemic against one 
another. In particular, she explores how authors from 
each religious tradition targeted the woman's body as 
antithetical to holiness.
448pp, 10 halftones, University of Notre Dame Press, 2007, 
9780268023676, Paperback, was £43.95

Now £12.95

Gothic Song
Victorine sequences and augustinian 
reform in twelfth-century Paris

By Margot E. Fassler
this book demonstrates how the 
augustinians of st. Victor, Paris, used 
an art of memory to build sonic 
models of the church. this musical 
art developed over time, inspired by 
the religious ideals of hugh and richard of st. Victor and 
their understandings of image and the spiritual journey
536pp, Illustrations, University of Notre Dame Press, 2011, 
9780268028893, Paperback, was £53.50

Now £12.95

Holy Scripture and the 
Quest for Authority at 
the End of the Middle 
Ages
By Ian Christopher Levy
levy demonstrates that the 
wycliffite/hussite “heretics” and 
their opponents in fact shared a large 
and undisputed common ground. 
they held recognized licenses of expertise, venerated 
tradition, esteemed the church fathers, and embraced 
holy scripture as the ultimate authority in christendom. 
yet it is precisely this commonality, according to levy, 
that rendered the situation virtually intractable.
336pp, University of Notre Dame Press, 2012, 
9780268034146, Paperback, was £34.50

Now £12.95

Isabelle of France
capetian sanctity and Franciscan 
Identity in the thirteenth century

By Sean L. Field
Isabelle of France (1225-1270) was 
situated at the nexus of sanctity and 
power during a significant era of 
French culture and medieval history. 
In this ground-breaking examination 
of Isabelle's career, sean Field explores issues including 
the possibilities for women's religious authority, the 
creation and impact of royal sanctity, and the relationship 
between men and women within the mendicant orders.
296pp, University of Notre Dame Press, 2006, 
9780268028800, Paperback, was £38.95

Now £12.95

Jews and Christians in 
Twelfth-Century 
Europe
By Michael A. Signer and 
John Van Engen
the contributors to this volume 
reexamine the pogroms in the 
rhineland of 1096 and their 
aftermath. their careful analyses of 
people, events, and texts provide a balanced perspective 
on the fate of 12th-century Jewish communities. they 
reveal that there is considerable evidence that old 
routines and interactions between christians and Jews 
persisted throughout this period.
380pp, University of Notre Dame Press, 2001, 
9780268032548, Paperback, was £24.50

Now £9.95

Living Dangerously
on the Margins in Medieval 
and early Modern europe

By Barbara Hanawalt
these essays examine the lives of 
those who lived on the margins of 
medieval and early modern european 
society. while some essays explore 
obvious marginalized classes, such 
as criminals, gypsies, and prostitutes, others challenge 
traditional understandings of the margin by showing 
that female mystics, speculators in the dutch mercantile 
empire, and writers of satire, for example, could fall into 
the margins.
173pp, b/w illus, University of Notre Dame Press, 2007, 
9780268030827, Paperback, was £26.50

Now £7.95

Medieval Siege and 
Siegecraft
By Geoffrey Hindley
In this popular account Geoffrey 
hindley demonstrates the centrality 
of the siege to medieval warfare. 
he looks at urban fortifications and 
castles, techniques of attack and 
defence, and provisioning, and does 
not neglect the psychological aspects of siege warfare, as 
well as the attrocities which often concluded a successful 
siege.
182pp, b/w pls, Skyhorse Publishing, 2014, 
9781626361409, Paperback, was £11.99

Now £4.95

City of Fortune
how Venice ruled the seas

By Roger Crowley
a gripping narrative account of the 
rise of Venice from 1000 to the start 
of the sixteenth century. crowley 
shows how warfare and crusading, 
trade and commerical rivalry with 
Genoa and Pisa and the creation of a 
network of colonies all played their part, and describes 
the city’s wealthy mercantile elite and unique system of 
governance.
black and white illustrations, colour illustrations,, Random 
House, 2013, 9780812980226, Paperback, was £9.99

Now £3.95

Conquerors
how Portugal Forged the 
First Global empire

By Roger Crowley
roger crowley explores the 
emergence of Portugal, a small, 
poor nation that enjoyed a century 
of maritime supremacy thanks to 
the daring and navigational skill of 
its explorers—a tactical advantage no other country 
could match. Portugal’s discovery of a sea route to India, 
campaign of imperial conquest over Muslim rulers, and 
domination of the spice trade would forever disrupt the 
Mediterranean and build the first global economy.
400pp, Random House, 2015, 9780812994001, 
Hardback, was £20.00

Now £7.95

Law and the Illicit in 
Medieval Europe
Edited by Ruth Mazo Karras, 
Joel Kaye and E. Ann Matter
this collection of essays makes the 
case that the development of law 
is deeply implicated in the growth 
of medieval theology and christian 
doctrine; the construction of 
discourses on sin, human nature, honour, and virtue; the 
multiplying forms governing chivalry, demeanour, and 
social interaction; and the evolution of scholasticism.
315pp, Pennsylvania University Press, 2008, 
9780812221060, Paperback, was £18.99

Now £6.95

Sea of Silk
a textile Geography of women's 
work in Medieval French literature

By E. J. Burns
this intriguing book looks at the 
depiction of female silk workers 
in old French literature, arguing 
that literary portraits of medieval 
heroines who produce and decorate 
silk cloth or otherwise manipulate items of silk outline 
a metaphorical geography that includes France as an 
important cultural player in the silk economics of the 
Mediterranean.
264pp, b/w illus, Pennsylvania University Press, 2009, 
9780812241549, Hardback, was £46.00

Now £12.95

The Third Horseman
climate change and the Great 
Famine of the 14th century

By William Rosen
william rosen draws on a wide 
array of disciplines, from military 
history to feudal law to agricultural 
economics and climatology, to trace 
the succession of traumas that caused 
the Great Famine of 1315-17. the combination of lost 
harvests, warfare, and pestilence would claim six million 
lives one eighth of europe's total population.
Penguin Books Ltd, 2003, 9780670025893, Hardback, was 
£25.00

Now £7.95
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Hugh of Poitiers: The 
Vezelay Chronicle
Edited by John Scott and John O. Ward
this chronicle, which abbot Pons 
(1138-1161) ordered his notary hugh 
of Poitiers to write, is a passionate 
and detailed account of the litigation 
and violence that marked the 
emergence of urban institutions 
at Vezelay and the fighting between abbot, count and 
bishop. this first english translation also includes other 
relevant documents as well as an introduction and notes.
402pp, Pegasus Press, 1992, 9780866980951, Paperback, 
was £10.99

Now £4.95

The Sorcery Trial of 
Alice Kyteler
a contemporary account (1324)

Edited by Richard de Ledrede 
and L. S. Davidson
this work, the contemporary 
narrative of the 1324 sorcery 
Proceedings against alice kyteler (of 
kilkenny, Ireland) documents the first 
instance of a woman being accused of witchcraft through 
intercourse with the devil, and the first execution 
for heresy in Ireland. this book provides an english 
translation together with an introduction providing 
historical context.
100pp, Pegasus Press, 2004, 9781889818429, Paperback, 
was £6.99

Now £2.95

A Hound of God
Pierre de la Palud and the 
fourteenth century church

By Jean Dunbabin
traces the career of Pierre de la 
Palud from his early reflections on 
contemporary moral issues, including 
papal prerogatives, contraception and 
usury, to his political and diplomatic 
activities as titular Patriarch of Jerusalem.
208pp, Oxford University Press, 1991, 9780198222910, 
Hardback, was £115.00

Now £12.95

Holy Treasure and 
Sacred Song
relic cults and their liturgies 
in Medieval tuscany

By Benjamin Brand
this book situates sacred music 
at the centre of an examination 
of relic cults in medieval tuscany. 
benjamin brand reveals that the music 
composed to honor these local saints - no fewer than 
ninety chants for the Mass and divine office - were 
essential components of larger devotional campaigns 
that included the recording of their life stories and the 
building and decoration of their shrines.
320pp, 20 figures, 21 music examples, Oxford University 
Press, 2014, 9780199351350, Hardback, was £41.99

Now £12.95

Robert Holcot
By John T. Slotemaker and Jeffrey C. Witt
holcot was a dominican friar 
who flourished in the 1330's and 
produced a diverse body of work 
including scholastic treatises, biblical 
commentaries, and sermons. over 
the course of this introduction the 
authors unpack holcot's views on 
faith and heresy, the divine nature 
and divine foreknowledge, the sacraments, christ, and 
political philosophy.
384pp, Oxford University Press, 2016, 9780199391257, 
Paperback, was £26.49

Now £9.95

Song of the Distant 
Dove
By Raymond P. Scheindlin
Judah halevi (ca 1085-1141), the 
best-known and most beloved of 
premodern hebrew poets, abandoned 
his home and family in spain and 
spent the last year of his life traveling 
to the land of Israel. this book tells 
the story of halevi's journey through selections from his 
letters, and explores its meaning through discussions of 
his stirring poetry, presented in new verse translations 
with full commentary.
328pp, Oxford University Press, 2007, 9780195315424, 
Hardback, was £37.49

Now £12.95

The Empire at the End 
of Time
Identity and reform in late 
Medieval German Prophecy

By Frances Courtney Kneupper
In this book, Frances courtney 
kneupper examines the apocalyptic 
prophecies of the late medieval 
empire, which even within the 
sensational genre of eschatological prophecy stand 
out for their bitter and violent nature. she argues that 
increased literacy, the development of strong urban 
centers, the drive for reform, and a connection to the 
imperial crown were behind their popularity.
280pp, Oxford University Press, 2016, 9780190279363, 
Hardback, was £56.00

Now £14.95

Book of Michael of 
Rhodes, Volume 1: 
Facsimile
Edited by David McGee, Alan M. 
Stahl and Pamela O. Long
In the fifteenth century, a Venetian 
mariner, Michael of rhodes, wrote 
and illustrated a text describing his 
experiences in the Venetian merchant 
and military fleets. he included a treatise on commercial 
mathematics and treatments of contemporary 
shipbuilding practices, navigation, calendrical systems, 
and astrological ideas. Volume 1 is a facsimile of the 
manuscript, reproduced in full colour.
534pp, col illus, MIT Press, 2009, 9780262135030, 
Hardback, was £57.95

Now £14.95

Book of Michael of 
Rhodes, Volume 2: 
Transcription and 
Translation
Edited by Pamela O. Long, David 
McGee and Alan M. Stahl
edited by Pamela o. long, david 
McGee and alan M. stahl.
Michael’s book includes the first extant treatise on naval 
architecture, a treatise on mathematics in the tradition 
of medieval and renaissance abacus manuscripts, texts 
on navigation, and Michael’s autobiographical service 
record.
732pp, b/w illus, MIT Press, 2009, 9780262195904, 
Hardback, was £62.00

Now £14.95

The Book of Michael of 
Rhodes, Volume 3: 
Studies
Edited by David McGee, Alan M. 
Stahl and Pamela O. Long
nine essays examine the Venetian 
maritime world of the fifteenth 
century, Michael's life, the discovery 
of the manuscript, the mathematics 
in the book, the use of illustration, the navigational 
directions, Michael's knowledge of shipbuilding in the 
Venetian context, and the manuscript's extensive 
calendrical material.
384pp, b/w illus, MIT Press, 2009, 9780262123082, 
Hardback, was £37.00

Now £14.95

Magistra Doctissima
essays in honor of bonnie wheeler

Edited by Dorsey Armstrong, Ann 
W. Astell and Howell Chickering
the essays in this volume are grouped 
in five sections: old and Middle 
english literature, arthuriana then 
and now, Joan of arc then and now, 
nuns and spirituality, and royal 
women.
280pp, b/w illus, Medieval Institute Publications, 2013, 
9781580441773, Hardback, was £68.99

Now £14.95

Personal Names 
Studies of Medieval 
Europe
social Identity and Familial structures

Edited by Monique Bourin, Pascal 
Chareille and George Beech
Under the direction of Monique 
bourin an international team of 
scholars has been considering onomastics from the 
perspective of history rather than that of linguistics 
or philology. this volume describes the methodology 
employed and some of the results obtained.
221pp, Medieval Institute Publications, 2002, 
9781580440646, Paperback, was £21.99

Now £7.95

Regular Life
Monastic canonical and 
Mendicant rules

Edited by Daniel la Corta 
and Douglas J. McMillan
Included are admonitions on and 
examples of the various forms of 
regular life by antony, syncletica, 
Pachomius, basil, cassian, augustine, 
caesarius of arles, benedict of nursia, columbanus, 
and benedict of aniane, plus selections from rules for 
cluniacs, carthusians, cistercians, the knights templar, 
the hospitallers, and the followers of saints Francis, 
clare, and dominic.
177pp, Medieval Institute Publications, 2004, 
9781580440790, Paperback, was £15.95

Now £5.95

The Salt of Common 
Life
Individuality and choice 
in the Medieval town 
countryside and church

Edited by Edwin Brezette DeWindt
the essays within this volume, 
produced in honor of J. ambrose 
raftis, are united by two themes 
significant in raftis’s career: a belief in the fundamental 
individuality of medieval english men and women, and a 
belief in their ability to make choices.
562pp, Medieval Institute Publications, 1996, 
9781879288478, Paperback, was £39.99

Now £9.95

The Women of 
Renaissance Florence
Power and dependence in 
renaissance Florence

By Richard C. Trexler
contents: celibacy in the renaissance: 
the nuns of Florence; Florentine 
prostitution in the Fifteenth century: 
patrons and clients; a widows' asylum 
of the renaissance: the orbatello of Florence.
Medieval Institute Publications, 1993, 9780866981576, 
Paperback, was £9.99

Now £4.95

Women and 
Monasticism in 
Medieval Europe
sisters and Patrons of the 
cistercian reform

Edited by Michael J. Lepore 
and Constance Berman
a selection of documents, translated 
primarily from medieval latin but occasionally from 
old French, that shows how religious women and 
their patrons managed resources to make monastic 
communities – particularly a variety of cistercian 
communities – work.
146pp, Medieval Institute Publications, 2002, 
9781580440363, Paperback, was £10.99

Now £4.95

Don Juan Pacheco
wealth and Power in 
late Medieval spain

By Nancy F. Marino
this is the first book-length study of 
fifteenth-century castilian courtier 
don Juan Pacheco. It explores how 
the powerful nobleman exploited his 
position as the king’s favorite in order 
to satisfy his political and personal ambitions and became 
the wealthiest and most titled courtier of the period.
232pp, Medieval and Renaissance Texts Society, 2006, 
9780866983563, Hardback, was £37.00

Now £9.95

El Libro Del 
Conoscimiento De 
Todos Los Reinos (the 
Book of Knowledge of 
All Kingdoms)
Edited by Nancy F. Marino
the text and translation (presented 
on facing pages) of an apocryphal 
travelogue purporting to be the travels of a 14th century 
friar through europe, africa, and asia. an introductory 
essay explains the work's significance and its impact 
upon early navigators.
138pp, Medieval and Renaissance Texts Society, 1999, 
9780866982405, Hardback, was £21.00

Now £7.95

Medieval Book of Birds
hugh of Fouilloy's "aviarium"

Edited by Willene B. Clark
latin text with facing english 
translation of the aviary of hugh of 
Fouilloy. composed between 1132 
and 1152 the work mirrors the 
bestiary tradition, with its discussion 
of the natural world as moral 
theology. the book also includes illustrations from the 
many surviving manuscripts containing the aviary and 
related texts.
464pp, 75ill., Medieval and Renaissance Texts Society, 1992, 
9780866980913, Hardback, was £51.00

Now £14.95

Medieval 
Constructions in 
Gender and Identity
essays in honor of Joan M. Ferrante

Edited by Teodolinda Barolini
sharing an interest in women and 
identity formation, these essays range 
through time, covering the period 
from the tenth through the fifteenth 
century, and across languages, discussing sources in latin, 
Italian, French, occitan, english, and hebrew.
204pp, illustrations, Medieval and Renaissance Texts Society, 
2006, 9780866983372, Hardback, was £36.00

Now £9.95

Saints: Studies in 
Hagiography
Edited by Sandro Sticca
these fifteen essays study the cult 
of saints in the Middle ages and to a 
lesser extent in the early renaissance.
352pp, Medieval and Renaissance 
Texts Society, 1996, 9780866981798, 
Hardback, was £35.00

Now £9.95

The Customs of 
Catalonia between 
Lords and Vassals by 
the Barcelona Canon, 
Pere Albert
a Practical Guide to castle 
Feudalism in Medieval spain

Edited by Donald J. Kagay
kagay provides an english translation of this medieval 
practical guide to feudal relations in catalonia, and 
places the work and its author in the context of other 
thirteenth-century legal handbooks as well as the 
"feudalism debate" of the twentieth century.
160pp, Medieval and Renaissance Texts Society, 2002, 
9780866982856, Hardback, was £23.00

Now £7.95

The Late Medieval 
Pope Prophecies
the "Genus nequam" Group

Edited by Martha H. Fleming
the Genus nequam group is the 
earliest manifestation of the 15 
illuminated prophecies that captivated 
readers and viewers for over three 
centuries. they describe the progress 
of the church from nicholas III (1277-80) to the final 
angelic pontiff, and include depictions of Martin IV, 
honorius IV, and other intervening popes. latin text with 
commentary.
240pp, b/w illus, Medieval and Renaissance Texts Society, 
2000, 9780866982467, Hardback, was £22.00

Now £9.95

The Latin Chronicle of 
the Kings of Castile
Edited by Joseph F. O'Callaghan
the chronica latina regum 
castellae forms a history history 
of the rulers of castile from the 
death of count Fernán González in 
970 to the reconquest of córdoba 
by king Ferdinand III in 1236–39. 
It is presented here in english translation with an 
introduction.
150pp, Medieval and Renaissance Texts Society, 2001, 
9780866982788, Hardback, was £21.00

Now £9.95
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Sacred City
consecrating churches 
and reforming society in 
eleventh-century Italy

By Louis I. Hamilton
the so-called Investiture conflict 
was a watershed moment in the 
political life of the latin west and 
the history of the papacy.  less 
well known, however, is the conflict which occurred 
over the dedication of churches. this book provides 
an examination of that issue, placing the fundamental 
questions of the Gregorian reform and Investiture 
conflict back into their original liturgical framework.
272pp, Manchester University Press, 2010, 
9780719080265, Hardback, was £65.00

Now £14.95

The Life and Afterlife 
of Isabeau of Bavaria
By Tracy Adams
Isabeau of bavaria (1371-1435) was 
the wife of charles VI of  France, 
whose weak rule and periodic bouts 
of madness left her  as effective 
regent for much of her reign. tracy 
adams tackles her posthumous 
reputation for incompetence, debauchery and adultery, 
finding her actions to be politically astute given the 
almost impossible circumstances  in which she found 
herself.
338pp, Johns Hopkins University Press, 2010, 
9780801896255, Hardback, was £43.00

Now £12.95

Henry Suso: Life of the 
Servant
Translated by James M. Clark
a translation of henry suso's great 
mystical work, which written in 
response to the sufferings of a woman 
approaching death, narrates his own 
spiritual life and ascetic practices.
150pp, James Clarke and Co, 1990, 
9780227678626, Paperback, was £18.00

Now £5.95

Bonaventure: The Life 
Of St Francis
By Martine Newby
bonaventure (1221-1274), an Italian 
theologian and monk, is widely 
considered the greatest Franciscan 
mystic after st. Francis himself. 
commissioned by the Franciscan 
order, bonaventure wrote this official 
biography of st. Francis of assisi in 1260.
Harper Collins Publishers, 2005, 9780060576523, 
Paperback, was £9.99

Now £4.95

Infidel Kings and 
Unholy Warriors
By Brian Catlos
catlos' meticulous reconstruction of 
the Mediterranean from c.1050-1200 
allows him to stunningly overturn our 
most basic assumption about it: that 
it was defined by religious extremism. 
he brings to light many figures who 
were accepted as rulers by their ostensible foes.
416pp, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2014, 9780809058372, 
Hardback, was £18.99

Now £7.95

An Anatomy of Trade 
in Medieval Writing
By Lianna Farber
lianna Farber restores the core 
economic concept of trade to its 
medieval contexts, showing that it 
contains three component parts: 
value, consent, and community, each 
of which were deeply contested. In 
the end, Farber reveals, writing about trade was not 
descriptive but argumentative, analyzing the act in an 
attempt to justify it.
235pp, Cornell University Press, 2006, 9780801444128, 
Hardback, was £36.95

Now £12.95

Fama
the Politics of talk and 
reputation in Medieval europe

By Thelma S. Fenster and Edited 
by Daniel Lord Smail
these nine papers from a conference 
held at Fordham University in 2000 
focus on fama, or talk in the medieval 
period and how it was regarded as 
both sinful gossip and hearsay, and something that could 
have a beneficial and honest purpose. the contributors 
discuss the interaction between fama and the law, its 
links with reputations won and lost, and with speech.
228pp, b/w illus, Cornell University Press, 2003, 
9780801488573, Paperback, was £23.99

Now £6.95

So Great a Light, So 
Great a Smoke
the beguin heretics of languedoc

By Louisa A. Burnham
the beguins were a small sect of 
priests and lay people allied to the 
spiritual Franciscans. burnham follows 
the lives of nine beguins as they 
conceal themselves in cities, solicit 
clandestine donations in order to bribe inquisitors, 
escape from prison, and venerate the burned bones of 
their martyred fellows as the relics of saints.
234pp, Cornell University Press, 9780801441318, 
Hardback, was £37.00

Now £12.95

The Holy Bureaucrat
eudes rigaud and religious reform 
in thirteenth century normandy

By Adam J. Davis
explores the fascinating career 
of eudes rigaud (1210-1275), 
the Franciscan  theologian at the 
University of Paris and archbishop of 
rouen. davis describes the collision 
between the world as it was and as eudes rigaud wished 
it to be, as well as the mechanisms that the archbishop 
used in trying to transform the world he found.
268pp, Cornell University Press, 2006, 9780801444746, 
Hardback, was £42.50

Now £12.95

History and 
Community
norman historical writing in the 
eleventh and twelfth centuries

By Leah Shopkow
a study of the norman historical 
tradition which considers the 
historians and their methods and 
models, and also the ways in which 
histories were used, and by whom they were read. 
shopkow argues that historical writing reflected and 
helped to create particular views of norman identity.
327pp, Catholic University of America Press, 1997, 
9780813208831, Paperback, was £21.50

Now £7.95

The Deeds of Pope 
Innocent III
By James M. Powell
 "the deeds of Pope Innocent 
III", composed before 1210 by an 
anonymous member of the papal 
curia, provides a unique window into 
the activities, policies, and strategies 
of the papacy and the curia during 
one of the most important periods in the history of the 
medieval church.
286pp, b/w illus, Catholic University of America Press, 2004, 
9780813214887, Paperback, was £31.95

Now £9.95

The Medieval Church 
in Manuscripts
By Justin Clegg
Provides an overview of the Medieval 
church in the 14th and 15th 
centuries, looking at spiritualism, the 
religious orders, religious figures, 
the church calendar, prayer and the 
sacraments, and the relationship 
between the church and laity, all gloriously illustrated 
with a wealth of illuminations from the collections of the 
british library.
64pp, 50 col illus, British Library, 2003, 9780712347846, 
Paperback, was £7.95

Now £3.95

Artillery of the Dukes 
of Burgundy
By Robert Douglas Smith 
and Kelly DeVries
this volume combines a detailed 
study of the physical remains of 
burgundian artillery pieces with 
an examination of the rich archival 
evidence, bringing new and fresh 
insights into the development and use of artillery in the 
15th century.
377pp, b/w illus, Boydell and Brewer Ltd, 2005, 
9781843831624, Hardback, was £50.00

Now £12.95

Heresy, Inquisition and 
Life Cycle in Medieval 
Languedoc
By Chris Sparks
religion amongst ordinary men 
and women in languedoc in the 
high Middle ages is the subject of 
this book. Focusing on laypeople 
attached to the cathar movement, it 
investigates the interplay between heresy and orthodoxy, 
and between spiritual and secular concerns, in people's 
lives, charting the ways in which these developed 
through life cycle: childhood, youth, marriage and death.
186pp, b/w illus, Boydell and Brewer Ltd, 2014, 
9781903153529, Hardback, was £60.00

Now £14.95

Medieval Anchoritisms
Gender, space and the solitary life

By Elizabeth Herbert McAvoy
this book investigates the wider 
cultural importance of medieval 
anchoritism within the different 
religious landscapes and climates of 
the period. drawing upon a range 
of contemporary gender and spatial 
theories, it focuses on the gender dynamics of this 
remarkable way of life, and the material spaces which 
they generated and within which they operated.
201pp, Boydell and Brewer Ltd, 2011, 9781843842774, 
Hardback, was £60.00

Now £14.95

Religious Men and 
Masculine Identity in 
the Middle Ages
Edited by P. H. Cullum and 
Katherine J. Lewis
chapters investigate the creation and 
reconstitution of different expressions 
of masculine identity, from the clerical 
enthusiasts for marriage to the lay 
practitioners of chastity, from crusading bishops to 
holy kings. they also consider the extent to which lay 
and clerical understandings of masculinity existed in an 
unstable dialectical relationship, at times sharing similar 
features, at others pointedly different.
Boydell and Brewer Ltd, 2013, 9781843838630, Hardback, 
was £60.00

Now £14.95

Seafarers, Merchants 
and Pirates in the 
Middle Ages
By Dirk Meier
In recent years archaeologists 
have discovered much about the 
development of ships: the Viking 
longboat, the ubiquitous cog, the hulk 
and the caravel. In this engaging and 
highly illustrated volume, dirk Meier brings to life the 
world of the medieval seaman, based on evidence from 
ship excavations and contemporary accounts of voyages.
184pp, col illus, Boydell and Brewer Ltd, 2006, 
9781843832379, Hardback, was £19.99

Now £7.95

The Hospitallers and 
the Holy Land
Financing the latin east, 1187 - 1274

By Judith Bronstein
an investigation of the organisation 
of the hospitallers in the east. It 
focuses on the impact of the various 
crises in the east upon the order, 
looking at how it reacted to events, 
the contributions that western priories played in the 
rehabilitation of the east, and the various efforts made to 
restore its economic and military strength.
190pp, Boydell and Brewer Ltd, 2005, 9781843831310, 
Hardback, was £50.00

Now £14.95

Queens, Regents and 
Potentates
Edited by Theresa M. Vann
Queens, regents and Potentates 
concentrates on the theme of women 
and royal power, examining the 
available information about specific 
royal women and reassessing their 
access to and use of power and 
authority, and drawing significant new conclusions about 
internal politics and international relations in medieval 
europe.
166pp, Boydell and Brewer, 1995, 9780851156491, 
Hardback, was £60.00

Now £12.95

The Fabric of Marian 
Devotion in Isabel de 
Villena's Vita Christi
By Lesley K. Twomey
Isabel de Villena (1430-1490) became 
abbess of the Poor clare convent, 
the santa trinitat, in Valencia in 1462, 
a position she held for almost thirty 
years until her death. this is the first 
full-length survey in english of Isabel's life and literary 
works. the author pays particular attention to the way 
in which devotion to the Virgin Mary is manifested and 
described through material culture, on her rich fabrics, 
brocades, silks, shoes, and crown.
320pp, b/w illus, Boydell and Brewer, 2013, 
9781855662483, Hardback, was £50.00

Now £9.95

Isabella of Castile: 
Europe's First Great 
Queen
By Giles Tremlett
this popular narrative chronicles the 
life and considerable achievements 
of Isabella of castile. her pivotal 
reign was long and transformative, 
uniting spain and setting the stage for 
its golden era of global dominance. For by the time of 
her death in 1504, Isabella had laid the foundations not 
just of modern spain, but of one of the world's greatest 
empires.
624pp, Illustrations, unspecified, Bloomsbury, 2017, 
9781632865205, Hardback, was £25.00

Now £9.95

Crusade Charters 
1138-1270
Edited by Hugh Feiss and Corliss Slack
latin text, with facing english 
translation, of thirty-one 
charters which record gifts to 
Premonstratensian abbeys in  
northern France. slack identifies a 
network of family connections and 
political alliances behind the donors whom, he argues, 
were `new men' of minor nobility who made their 
fortune in the crusades.
229pp, 7 b/w illus, Arizona State University, 2001, 
9780866982399, Hardback, was £25.00

Now £9.95

Millennium
the end of the world and the 
Forging of christendom

By T. A. Holland
Millenium takes us ‘from the 
crucifixion to the First crusade, and 
from the glitter of constantinople to 
the bleak shores of canada. It was the 
age of otto the Great and william 
the conqueror, of caliphs and Viking sea-kings, of hermits, 
monks and serfs. It witnessed the spread of castles, the 
invention of knighthood, and the founding of a papal 
monarchy and the emergence of western europe for the 
first time as a distinctive and expansionist power.’
476pp, Abacus, 2008, 9780349119724, Paperback, was 
£12.99

Now £4.95

Building-in-time
from Giotto to alberti 
and Modern oblivion

By Marvin Trachtenberg
In the pre-modern age in europe, 
the architect built not merely with 
imagination, brick and mortar, but 
with time, using vast quantities of 
duration as the means to erect 
monumental buildings that otherwise would have been 
impossible to achieve. trachtenberg argues that this was 
not mere medieval muddling-through but entailed a 
highly developed set of norms and effective practices.
272pp, col illus, Yale University Press, 2010, 
9780300165920, Hardback, was £60.00

Now £19.95
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Painted Glories
the brancacci chapel in 
renaissance Florence

By Nicholas A. Eckstein
In 1440, on the feast of saints Peter 
and Paul, Florence unexpectedly 
defeated Milanese forces near the 
town of anghiari in eastern tuscany. 
nicholas a. eckstein reveals the 
impact of this celebrated victory on Florentine public 
life and how it could have triggered the custodians of 
the brancacci chapel, the carmelite friars, to seek the 
completion of frescoes by Masolino (c.1383-c.1436) and 
Masaccio (1401-c.1428).
284pp, b/w and col illus, Yale University Press, 2014, 
9780300187663, Hardback, was £50.00

Now £19.95

Preaching, Building 
and Burying
By Caroline Bruzelius
Friars transformed the relationship 
of the church to laymen by 
taking religion outside to public 
and domestic spaces. Mendicant 
convents became urban cemeteries, 
warehouses filled with family tombs, 
flags, shields and private altars. this is the first book 
to analyze the friars' influence on the growth and 
transformation of medieval buildings and urban spaces.
224pp, col illus, Yale University Press, 2014, 
9780300203844, Hardback, was £45.00

Now £14.95

The Miraculous Image 
in Renaissance 
Florence
By Megan Holmes
In renaissance Florence, certain 
paintings and sculptures of the Virgin 
Mary and christ were believed 
to have extraordinary efficacy in 
activating potent sacred intercession. 
Megan holmes questions what distinguished these 
paintings and sculptures, looking closely at their material 
and formal properties, the process of enshrinement, and 
the foundation legends and miracles associated with 
specific images.
400pp, b/w and col illus, Yale University Press, 2013, 
9780300176605, Hardback, was £60.00

Now £19.95

Translating Truth
ambitious Images and religious 
knowledge in late Medieval 
France and england

By Aden Kumler
this handsomely produced volume 
examines manuscript illumination 
and changing conceptions of the 
importance of the visual in conveying 
religious truth following the increased emphasis placed 
on pastoral work at the Fourth lateran council (1215). 
290pp, col illus, Yale University Press, 2011, 
9780300164930, Hardback, was £65.00

Now £19.95

The Gutenberg Bible
landmark in learning

By James Thorpe
the huntington library holds one of 
three vellum copies of the Gutenberg 
bible in the United states. colour 
reproductions of several pages 
and initial letters from the bible 
accompany this text, which details 
the early history of printing and the way the Gutenberg 
bible was produced.
48pp, 23 color illustrations, 7 b/w illustrations, Vintage 
Books, 2004, 9780873281690, Hardback, was £12.00

Now £3.95

Bound Fast With 
Letters
By R. H. Rouse and M. A. Rouse
collected essays which study 
medieval manuscripts through the 
prism of textual transmission and 
manuscript production. the eighteen 
essays collected here address 
medieval authors, craftsmen, book 
producers, and patrons of manuscripts from different 
epochs in the Middle ages, extending from late antiquity 
to the early renaissance, and ranging from north africa 
to northern england.
600pp, University of Notre Dame Press, 2013, 
9780268040338, Paperback, was £86.50

Now £19.95

Splendour, Gravity and 
Emotion
the world of French Medieval 
Illuminated Manuscripts

Edited by A.S. Kortweg
this book provides an overview of 
ninety French manuscripts that are 
currently in dutch collections. they 
are illustrated in full colour and linked 
by a text which explores their roles as monastic prayer 
books, scholarly works, aristocratic markers of status, 
and reflections of lay piety.
224pp, Uitgeverij Matrijs, 2004, 9789040096303, 
Hardback, was £45.00

Now £14.95

English Stained Glass
By Painton Cowen
this album of medieval (c.1100-1530) 
stained glass in england's churches 
is among the finest to be found. a 
geographical sweep of the nation 
takes in over 100 windows along with 
short descriptions, from the greatest 
cathedrals to isolated examples in 
out of the way parish churches.
128pp, col illus on every page, Thames and Hudson, 2008, 
9780500238462, Hardback, was £14.95

Now £7.95

Sienese Painting
art of a city republic 1278-1477

By Timothy Hyman
this study looks at the defining 
characteristics of sienese painting - 
rich colour and spatial inventiveness 
- in panel painting, frescoes and 
manuscript illumination. Painting is 
situated in its social and religious 
context, with an emphasis on the Franciscan movement, 
the cult of the Virgin Mary and the veneration of local 
saints, and discussion of siena's civic self-consciousness 
and the dramatic impact of the black death.
224pp, b/w and col illus, Thames and Hudson, 2003, 
9780500203729, Paperback, was £8.95

Now £3.95

Medieval Castles
By Robert Higham and O. H. Creighton
an introduction to castles and castle 
studies answering such questions 
as who built castles, when and why, 
and assessing how they have been 
studied in the past. Individual chapters 
are devoted to exploring the social, 
domestic and military functions of 
castles and sites are approached 
through archaeological and landscape perspectives.
72pp, 58 b/w illus, Shire Publications, 2003, 
9780747805465, Paperback, was £7.99

Now £2.95

Stained Glass of 
Canterbury Cathedral
Edited by Michael Michael
this truly stunning book reproduces 
all of the superlative twelfth century 
stained glass from canterbury 
cathedral, together with a selection 
of highlights from later periods. 
captions explain the iconography,an 
introduction outlines the general history of the glass, and 
an additional chapter describes conservation work.
224pp, col illus, Scala Publishers, 2009, 9781857593655, 
Paperback, was £19.95

Now £7.95

Wall Paintings of Eton
By Emily Howe, Henrietta 
McBurney and David Park
the paintings which adorn the lower 
walls of the chapel at eton college 
are arguably the most important 
surviving late-medieval murals in 
northern europe. this stunningly 
illustrated publication brings together 
the considerable body of recent 
research into the paintings, giving a comprehensive 
description and an account of their creation and 
patronage.
192pp, col illus, Scala Publishers, 2012, 9781857597875, 
Hardback, was £35.00

Now £9.95

Jean de Carpentin's 
Book of Hours
By Alixe Bovey
In the 1470s, one of the most 
innovative artists working in bruges 
illuminated a book of hours for 
Jean carpentin, lord of Gravile and 
prominent citizen of normandy. 
the manuscript is enriched with 
miniatures, historiated initials and boldly colored borders 
in which human figures, monsters and monkeys are 
framed by twisting branches of acanthus.
184pp, Sam Fogg, 2011, 9781903470954, Hardback, was 
£50.00

Now £14.95

Medieval and Later 
Ivories in the 
Courtauld Gallery
the Gambier Parry collection

By John Lowden
this scholarly catalogue, full of 
beautiful new photography, is the 
first publication dedicated solely to 
the collection. there are examples 
of the highest quality of ivory carving, both secular and 
religious in content, and a number of the objects are of 
outstanding interest.
144pp, 90 Colour illustrations, Paul Holberton Publishing, 
2013, 9781907372605, Hardback, was £40.00

Now £14.95

Medieval Ivories and 
Works of Art
By John Lowden
the thomson collection contains 
examples of the highest quality of 
most types of medieval ivory carving, 
both secular and religious. these 
include large statuettes of the Virgin 
and child intended to stand on altars 
in chapels, small versions for private use in the home, 
and folding tablets or diptychs with scenes from the life 
of christ carved in relief.
128pp, 80, Paul Holberton Publishing, 2008, 
9781903470800, Paperback, was £25.00

Now £9.95

Peterborough 
Cathedral 2001-2006
From devastation to restoration

By Michael Bunker and Paul Binski
Peterborough cathedral - one of 
the finest romanesque cathedrals 
in northern europe - was ravaged 
by fire on 22 november 2001. the 
first part of this book is a personal 
account of the process of restoring the cathedral after 
that devastating event, while the second part the unique 
13th-century painted nave ceiling which came close to 
complete destruction.
128pp, Illustrated throughout, Paul Holberton Publishing, 
2006, 9781903470558, Hardback, was £25.00

Now £7.95

Seats of Power in 
Europe during the 
Hundred Years War
By Anthony Emery
a major new overview of the castles, 
fortresses, palaces and manor houses 
of the ruling elites of england, France 
and further afield in europe during 
the hundred years war, covering 
the period 1330 – 1480. analyses over sixty buildings, 
extensively illustrated in colour with photographs and 
plans.
352pp, col illus, Oxbow Books, 2015, 9781785701030, 
Hardback, was £49.95

Now £14.95

Summoning St 
Michael
early romanesque towers 
in lincolnshire

By David Stocker and Paul Everson
the earliest romanesque towers 
of lincolnshire constitute one of 
the most remarkable groupings 
of architectural remains at parish 
level. this book, while  fully reporting on the sculptural 
details, also addresses the  towers as whole architectural 
artefacts. It seeks an  understanding of the social context 
in which late 11-century  buildings were erected, and 
explores the role of towers in the  contemporary liturgy.
316pp, b/w illus, Oxbow Books, 2006, Hardback, was 
£65.00

Now £19.95

The Visual and the 
Visionary
art and Female spirituality in 
late Medieval Germany

By J. F. Hamburger
In nine essays embracing the histories 
of art, religion, and literature, 
Jeffrey hamburger explores the 
interrelationships between the 
visual arts and female spirituality in the context of 
the cura monialium, the pastoral care of nuns. Used 
as instruments of instruction and inspiration, images 
occupied a central place in debates over devotional 
practice, monastic reform, and mystical expression.
580pp, 246 illus, MIT Press, 1998, 9780942299458, 
Hardback, was £39.95

Now £12.95

Chester Art
a subject list of extant and 
lost art Including Items 
relevant to early drama

By Sally-Beth Maclean
though it may not contain the 
bumper-crop of surviving subject-
art as a city such as york possesses, 
chester nevertheless holds much 
of value and interest, as the list in this book aptly 
demonstrates.
115pp, b/w illus, Medieval Institute Publications, 1982, 
9780918720207, Hardback, was £35.99

Now £9.95

Early Art of the West 
Riding of Yorkshire
a subject list of extant and 
lost art Including Items 
relevant to early drama

By Barbara D. Palmer
Prior to henry VIII’s earlier acts 
of redistribution, the west riding’s 
religious establishments numbered 
a minimum of 334 that have left record of their 
foundation. some 194 of those churches also have left 
record of their art, which constitutes the larger part of 
this volume’s subject entries.
363pp, 44 b/w pls, Medieval Institute Publications, 1990, 
9780918720320, Hardback, was £36.99

Now £9.95

Resplendent Faith
By Stephen N. Fliegel
this examination of liturgical objects 
found in the medieval church treasury 
assesses their artistic technique 
and method, placing the objects in 
the context of medieval liturgical 
practice and piety. the book is a richly 
illustrated compendium of the typical 
objects found within medieval church 
treasuries and includes a discussion of their form and 
function and their significance in the medieval religious 
service.
120pp, col illus, Kent State University Press, 2009, 
9780873389792, Hardback, was £31.95

Now £9.95

The History of 
Dunster Church and 
Priory
the Mohuns, the luttrells 
and their castle

By Joan Jordan
a comprehensive history of the 
church and priory of dunster from 
its foundation in the eleventh century to the civil war. as 
well as tracing the architectural and institutional history 
of the priory, the book also focuses on its principal 
patrons, the families of Mohun and luttrell.
288pp, b/w pls, Halsgrove, 2007, 9781841145693, 
Hardback, was £14.99

Now £6.95

Translating the Past
laurent de Premierfait and 
boccaccio's de casibus

By Anne D. Hedeman
In 1409 laurent de Premierfait 
produced a French translation of 
boccaccio's de casibus virorum 
illustrium, a fourteenth-century text 
containing cautionary historical tales 
about the corrupting effects of power. this gloriously 
illustrated volume traces the history of laurent's work 
from the first copies made for the dukes of berry and 
burgundy to manuscripts independently produced by 
artists and booksellers in Paris.
240pp, col illus, Getty Trust Publishing, 2009, 
9780892369355, Hardback, was £41.95

Now £14.95
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The Art of Empathy
By David S. Areford
one of only a handful of extant 
works attributed to the anonymous 
nuremberg artist, the Master of the 
stotteritz altarpiece, the Mother 
of sorrows is a fine example of the 
heightened realism that characterised 
much northern european painting 
during the early renaissance. david 
areford explores the artist’s technique in creating 
emotional drama.
64pp, col illus, D Giles Limited, 2013, 9781907804267, 
Paperback, was £11.95

Now £4.95

Uneasy Communion
By Vivian B. Mann, Maria del Carmen 
Lacarra Ducay and Marcus B. Burke
a fascinating study of the iconography 
of altarpieces and the artistic 
collaboration between Jews and 
christians. In the multi-cultural 
society of late medieval spain, 
Jewish and christian artists worked 
together to produce retablos (large 
multi-paneled altarpieces) as well as latin and hebrew 
religious manuscripts.
176pp, b/w and col illus, D Giles Limited, 2010, 
9781904832706, Hardback, was £35.00

Now £14.95

Weaving Sacred 
Stories
French choir tapestries and the 
Performance of clerical Identity

By Laura Weigert
spanning the backs of choir stalls, 
large-scale tapestries functioned 
as both architectural elements 
and pictorial narratives. this 
book examines the role of these tapestries in ritual 
performances, arguing that they contributed to a process 
by which the clerical elite legitimated and defended their 
social position.
264pp, illus., Cornell University Press, 2004, 
9780801440083, Hardback, was £61.00

Now £19.95

The Ark of God: Part 
A, Volumes 1 and 2
Foliate capitals, 1170-1250

By John James
the ark of God is a comprehensive 
pictorial history of early Gothic 
churches in the Paris basin. Part a 
in two volumes contains over 9,000 
photos of the capitals with an analysis. 
the capitals of this period are more natural in style than 
those that went before, confirmed in those buildings for 
which we have documentary dates, which may then be 
used to establish a chronology for other works from 
these times.
1632pp, 9000 b/w illus, Boydell and Brewer Ltd, 2002, 
9780959600582, Hardback, was £695.00

Now £120.00

The Ark of God: Part 
B, Volume 3
archaic capitals, 1070 to 1130

By John James
this book presents a complete 
collection and photographic record 
of all the capitals carved in the Paris 
basin before 1130 - over 4,000 - few 
of which have never been published 
before. James has dated nearly every building campaign 
in the basin to within 5 years - a unique achievement 
possible only because every one of the 147 remaining 
works have been included.
740pp, b/w illus, Boydell and Brewer Ltd, 2006, 
9780959600599, Hardback, was £395.00

Now £80.00

The Ark of God: Part 
B, Volumes 4 and 5
Formal capitals 1130 to 1180

By John James
over 13,000 photos, being about 
half of the capitals carved during 
these years. they are formal-abstract 
in style. the analysis of the foliate 
carving, including the capitals on the 
great portals, helps to identify individual carvers through 
their way of working, from which the key buildings may 
be dated and through this a consistent chronology 
established for the period.
1748pp, Boydell and Brewer Ltd, 2008, 9780975742525, 
Hardback, was £695.00

Now £120.00

The Master Masons of 
Chartres
By John James
chartres survives almost unaltered 
from its medieval heyday, when it 
was constructed largely through 
the labours of one generation of 
craftsmen. John James shows how he 
came to identify those master masons 
from the stones themselves, as well as revealing much 
about design and construction processes.
208pp, b/w illus, Boydell and Brewer Ltd, 1991, 
9780646008059, Hardback, was £25.00

Now £9.95

The Medieval Book 
and a Modern 
Collector
essays in honour of 
toshiyuki takamiya

Edited by Takami Matsuda, Richard 
Linenthal and John Scahill
essays focus on the study of english 
medieval manuscripts and early printed books., including 
items in takamiya's own collection. the subjects 
range from saint Jerome to tolkien, with particular 
concentrations on chaucer, Gower, Malory and religious 
and historical writings of the late middle ages.
512pp, b/w and col illus, Boydell and Brewer, 2015, 
9781843844051, Paperback, was £35.00

Now £9.95

Mediaeval Painters 
Materials and 
Techniques
By Mark Clarke
the anonymous Montpellier liber 
diversarum arcium contains the 
most complete set of instructions 
in the craft of medieval painting to 
have survived to the present day, 
a complete practical painting course: drawing, water-
based tempera, oil and fresco. this volume contains the 
first ever published translation of the liber diversarum 
arcium together with an extensive technical and 
historical commentary.
365pp, Archetype, 2011, 9781904982647, Paperback, was 
£45.00

Now £19.95

Paint and Piety
Edited by Noelle L.W. Streeton 
and Kaja Kollandsrud
a collection of papers which 
showcase current approaches to 
the study of medieval painting and 
polychrome sculpture, as well as its 
physical contexts, changing faces and 
meanings. topics include the liturgical 
contexts of medieval art, techniques, 
processes and contexts of production, and issues of 
conservation.
203pp, col illus, Archetype, 2014, 9781909492103, 
Hardback, was £55.00

Now £14.95

Medieval and 
Renaissance Stained 
Glass in the Victoria 
and Albert Museum
By Paul Williamson
the stained glass collection of the 
Victoria and albert Museum is 
the largest in the world, making it 
possible to chart the development of 
the art in detail from the middle of the twelfth century 
to about 1550. one hundred colour plates, and selected 
details, show the collection to full advantage, while 
commentaries on each of the pieces reconstruct the 
original context of the panels, and explain the imagery.
160pp, many col pls, A and C Black, 2003, 
9781851774036, Hardback, was £30.00

Now £12.95

Wharram VIII
the south Manor area

By Paul Stamper
these excavations, located in the 
southern manorial enclosure of 
wharram Percy, uncovered a Middle 
saxon smithy, late saxon and 
scandinavian metalwork, norman 
agricultural structures and medieval 
peasant farm buildings. the volume contains reports 
on the excavations, the pottery, the small finds, the 
ironworking evidence and the environmental remains.
223pp, 100 b/w figs, tbs, York Archaeological Publications, 
2000, 9780946722181, Hardback, was £18.00

Now £6.95

Wharram IX
the north Manor area and 
north-west enclosure

By Lorna Watts and Philip Rahtz
the focus of this volume is the 
excavation from the northern end 
of the village, although the principal 
themes of this book are the later 
prehistoric, roman and early anglo-
saxon periods. a major enclosure in the north Manor 
was in use from the first century bc till the first century 
ad, with the north-west enclosure being added during 
the second century ad.
426pp, York Archaeological Publications, 2004, 
9780946722198, Hardback, was £22.00

Now £9.95

Wharram X
water resources and 
their Management

By M. Atkin, C. Treen and Malcolm Atkin
this, the tenth volume in the 
wharram series, presents the results 
of excavations carried out on the site 
of a medieval dam and pond, at the 
southern end of the deserted village 
of wharram Percy, from 1972-83. the earliest finds were 
associated with a water-powered corn mill, probably 
dating to the 9th or early 10th century, but this went out 
of use at some point during the 13th century.
278pp, b/w illus, York Archaeological Publications, 2006, 
9780904761726, Hardback, was £19.50

Now £6.95

Wharram XI
the churchyard

By S. Mays, C. Harding and C. Heighway
this volume includes the definitive 
reports on human remains and 
associated mortuary practices 
extending from the 10th century to 
post-medieval times. over a thousand 
skeletons were uncovered, and 687 of 
these were subject to detailed analysis, revealing a wealth 
of information about the diet, health and mortality of the 
parishioners.
470pp, 159 illus, 120 plates, York Archaeological 
Publications, 2007, 9780946722204, Hardback, was 
£25.00

Now £9.95

Wharram XII
the Post-medieval and Vicarage sites

By C. Harding, E. Marlow-Mann 
and Edited by S. Wrathmell
this volume charts the history of 
settlement at wharram from the 
early 16th to the early 19th centuries, 
the period which began with the 
destruction of the medieval farming 
community and its open-fields, and ended with the 
abandonment of the one remaining farmstead occupying 
the former village site, and of the adjacent vicarage. 
the artefacts associated with the two homesteads are 
catalogued, illustrated and discussed in detail.
456pp, York Archaeological Publications, 2010, 
9780946722211, Hardback, was £27.50

Now £9.95

Wharram XIII
Edited by Stuart Wrathmell
the final volume in the series 
wharram: a study of settlement 
on the yorkshire wolds charts the 
history of wharram Percy from 
later prehistoric times down to the 
16th century. It provides a synthesis 
of the unprecedented excavation 
programme at wharram Percy and a 
comprehensive picture of the development of a medieval 
village.
403pp, York Archaeological Publications, 2012, 
9780946722228, Hardback, was £33.50

Now £9.95

The Art of German 
Stoneware, 1300-1900
By Jack Hinton
beautiful and eminently useful, 
stonewares produced in the German-
speaking lands from the Middle ages 
onward were highly valued for their 
durability and suitability for a range 
of domestic and social uses. about 
ninety fine stoneware pieces from the Philadelphia 
Museum of art and a promised private collection testify 
here to the success, artful decoration, and fascinating 
variety of this medium.
60pp, col illus, Yale University Press, 2012, 
9780300179781, Paperback, was £15.99

Now £6.95

Castles in Context
Power, symbolism and 
landscape, 1066 to 1500

By Robert Liddiard
castle studies have been transformed 
in recent years with a movement 
away from the traditional 
interpretation of castles as static 
military structures towards a wider 
view of castles as aesthetic symbols of power, with a 
more complicated relationship with the landscape. this 
clearly written  and very accessible study makes the 
most current ideas about the  role of the castle available 
to a wider and more general  readership.
178pp, many col illus, Windgather Press, 2005, 
9780954557522, Paperback, was £29.95

Now £9.95

Clarendon
landscape of kings

By Thomas Beaumont James
this richly illustrated book tells 
clarendon’s story, from the neolithic 
through to the present. It focuses 
in particular on the palace and deer 
park’s medieval heyday - a time when 
gyrfalcons soared in pursuit of cranes, 
and kings hunted roebuck and wolves.
256pp, col and b/w illus, Windgather Press, 2007, 
9781905119110, Paperback, was £28.00

Now £4.95

Interpreting the 
English Village
landscape and community 
at shapwick, somerset

By Mick Aston and Christopher Gerrard
the shapwick Project examined 
the development and history of an 
english parish and village over a ten 
thousand-year period. the result is 
a fascinating study about how the community lived and 
prospered in shapwick. In addition we learn how a group 
of enthusiastic and dedicated scholars unravelled this 
story.
416pp, 233 illus, Windgather Press, 2013, 
9781905119455, Paperback, was £25.00

Now £9.95

Life in Medieval 
Landscapes
People and Places in the Middle ages

By Sam Turner and Bob Silvester
chapters explore the use and 
experience of different types of 
landscapes including marshlands, 
uplands, woodland and woodpasture. 
the second part presents new studies 
of labour and lordship.
240pp, 50 b/w and 27 col illus, 14 tables, Windgather Press, 
2011, 9781905119400, Paperback, was £32.00

Now £12.95

A Medieval Manor 
House at Longforth 
Farm, Wellington, 
Somerset
By Simon Flaherty, Phil 
Andrews and Matt Leivers
excavations revealed a previously 
unknown high status medieval 
building complex. this is thought to 
have been a manor house and though heavily robbed, key 
elements identified include a hall, solar with garderobe 
and service wing. there was a notable group of medieval 
floor tiles and roof furniture.
100pp, 25 figures, 23 plates (col and b/w), Wessex 
Archaeology, 2016, 9781874350859, Paperback, was 
£7.50

Now £3.95

A Feast for the Eyes
art, Performance and the 
late Medieval banquet

By Christina Normore
a detailed study of the court 
banquets of northwestern europe in 
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. 
christina normore draws on an 
array of artworks, archival documents, 
chroniclers' accounts, and cookbooks to re-create these 
events and reassess the late medieval visual culture in 
which banquets were staged.
262pp, b/w illus, col pls, University of Chicago Press, 2015, 
9780226242200, Hardback, was £41.50

Now £14.95
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Medieval Town Plans
By Brian Paul Hindle
this concise, well-illustrated book 
considers the archaeological, 
documentary and cartographic 
evidence for medieval town-planning 
and shows how survivng and lost 
features can be identified in the 
modern townscape. sections focus 
on town layouts, streets, defences, 
markets, churches, suburbs and property boundaries.
64pp, b/w illus, Shire Publications, 1990, 9780747800651, 
Paperback, was £6.99

Now £2.95

Barentin's Manor
excavations of the moated manor 
at hardings Field, chalgrove, 
oxfordshire 1976-9

By Philip Page, Kate Atherton 
and Alan Hardy
one of the most complete examples 
of a moated medieval manor yet 
excavated in england. evidence of a 
pre-moat occupation dating from the first half of the 
13th century, which may not have been seigneurial, was 
succeeded in the mid 13th century by the construction 
of the moated manor house.
198pp, many b/w illus, some col illus, Oxford University 
School of Archaeology, 2005, 9780947816629, Hardback, 
was £19.95

Now £9.95

Trinkets and Charms
By Eleanor Rose Standley
Gold signet rings, jet pendants 
or simple lace ends – all dress 
accessories were highly significant and 
meaningful objects used in everyday 
life in later medieval britain. this 
study of archaeological finds, artistic 
depictions and literature reveals the 
intricate uses and life-histories of 
dress accessories from two regions of britain.
140pp, Oxford University School of Archaeology, 2013, 
9781905905300, Hardback, was £35.00

Now £14.95

A Maritime 
Archaeology of Ships
Innovation and social change in late 
Medieval and early Modern europe

By J. R. Adams
In this book Jon adams evaluates 
key episodes of technical change in 
the ways that ships were conceived, 
designed, built, used and disposed of. 
shipbuilding is social practice and as one of the most 
complex artefacts made, changes in their technology 
provide a lens through which to view the ideologies, 
strategies and agency of social change.
272pp, b/w and col illus, Oxbow Books, 2013, 
9781842172971, Paperback, was £29.95

Now £12.95

Archaeology of 
Wigford and the 
Brayford Pool
By Kate Steane, Margaret Darling, 
Jenny E. Mann and Alan G. Vince
this volume publishes the results 
of the excavation of several sites, 
made possible by a series of urban 
development schemes. each of the 
excavations differed in the extent and depth of the 
stratigraphy uncovered and each belonged to a different 
period, from the Iron age to post-medieval.
368pp, many b/w pls, Oxbow Books, 2001, 
9781842170212, Hardback, was £40.00

Now £4.95

Britain's Medieval 
Episcopal Thrones
By Charles Tracy and with Andrew Budge
the two stone thrones, at wells 
and durham, the three timber 
monuments, at exeter, st davids 
and hereford, and the mid-14th-
century bishop's chair at lincoln, all 
come under a searching empirical 
enquiry. Prominent themes include visual appearance, 
distinctiveness within the building, prestige, construction, 
stylistic context, finance, and the patronage and personal 
role of the bishop himself.
192pp, fully colour illustrated, 4 fold-outs, Oxbow Books, 
2015, 9781782977827, Hardback, was £50.00

Now £14.95

Environment, Society 
and the Black Death
an interdisciplinary approach to 
the late-medieval crisis in sweden

Edited by Per Lagerås
this volume uses evidence and 
techniques from archaeology and 
the natural sciences to focus on 
environmental and social changes 
in the wake of the black death using sweden as a case 
study. Pollen analysis provides new light on the impact on 
agriculture, and urban archaeology and skeletal analysis 
provides evidence of changing living conditions.
208pp, Oxbow Books, 2015, 9781785700545, Paperback, 
was £36.00

Now £9.95

Everyday Products in 
the Middle Ages
crafts, consumption and 
the individual in northern 
europe c. ad 800-1600

Edited by Gitte Hansen, Steven 
Ashby and Irene Baug
this volume explores the lives of 
the actors involved in the lives of 
everyday products - objects of bone, leather, stone, 
ceramics, and base metal - and their production and use 
in medieval northern europe.
352pp, b/w and col. illustrations, Oxbow Books, 2015, 
9781782978053, Hardback, was £40.00

Now £12.95

Medieval Adaptation, 
Settlement and 
Economy of a Coastal 
Wetland
the evidence from around 
lydd, romney Marsh, kent

By Luke Barber and Greg Priestley-Bell
Features uncovered include 12th-
13th century drainage ditches, ditched field systems 
and sea defences. also of particular significance is the 
identification of a series of occupation sites and their 
enclosures.
336pp, 16p col pls, Oxbow Books, 2008, 9781842172407, 
Hardback, was £30.00

Now £7.95

Medieval Childhood
archaeological approaches

Edited by D. M. Hadley and K.A. Hemer
the nine papers presented here set 
out to broaden the recent focus of 
archaeological evidence for medieval 
children and childhood and to offer 
new ways of exploring their lives and 
experiences.
160pp, b/w and colour illustrations, Oxbow Books, 2014, 
9781782976981, Paperback, was £36.00

Now £9.95

Newcastle upon Tyne, 
the Eye of the North
an archaeological assessment

By C.P. Graves and D. H. Heslop
this volume brings together 
the archaeological evidence for 
occupation in the historic core of 
newcastle between the prehistoric 
period and 1650. It places the 
evidence in the context of the evolving historical 
communities who made and occupied the site, and in the 
wider context of medieval and early modern european 
urban life.
Oxbow Books, 2013, 9781842178140, Hardback, was 
£45.00

Now £12.95

Pottery and Social Life 
in Medieval England
By Ben Jervis
Utilising an interpretive framework 
which focuses upon the relationships 
between people, places and things, 
this study considers the effect of 
the production, consumption and 
discard of pottery, to see pottery 
not as reflecting medieval life, but as one factor which 
contributed to the development of multiple experiences 
and realities in medieval england.
160pp, b/w and col. illustrations, Oxbow Books, 2014, 
9781782976592, Hardback, was £45.00

Now £14.95

Seals and their 
Context in the Middle 
Ages
Edited by Phillipp R. Schofield
this volume is divided into three 
sections looking at the history 
and use of seals as symbols and 
representations of power and 
prestige in a variety of institutional, 
dynastic and individual contexts, their role in law and 
legal practice, and aspects of their manufacture, sources 
and artistic attributes
208pp, b/w and colour illustrations, Oxbow Books, 2015, 
9781782978176, Hardback, was £90.00

Now £24.95

Textiles and the 
Medieval Economy
Production, trade, and consumption 
of textiles, 8th–16th centuries

Edited by Angela Ling Huang 
and Carsten Jahnke
archaeologists and textile historians 
bring together 16 papers to 
investigate the production, trade and 
consumption of textiles in scandinavia and across parts 
of northern and Mediterranean europe throughout the 
medieval period.
256pp, b/w and colour illustrations, Oxbow Books, 2015, 
9781782976479, Hardback, was £38.00

Now £12.95

The Archaeology of 
Medieval Novgorod in 
Context
Edited by Mark A. Brisbane, Nikolaj 
Makarov and Evgenij Nosov
this volume includes papers on 
aspects of the environmental 
and technological context of the 
relationship between urban centre 
and rural hinterland. It examines the environmental 
context for the settlement pattern that developed from 
the 9th to 15th centuries.
528pp, b/w and colour illus and accompanying CD with 
supp, Oxbow Books, 2012, 9781842172780, Hardback, 
was £65.00

Now £19.95

The Coronation Chair 
and Stone of Scone
history, archaeology 
and conservation

By Warwick Rodwell
this volume assembles, for the first 
time, the complementary evidence 
derived from history, archaeology 
and conservation, and presents a 
factual account of the coronation chair and the stone 
of scone, not as separate artefacts, but as the entity that 
they have been for seven centuries.
320pp, Oxbow Books, 2013, 9781782971528, Hardback, 
was £40.00

Now £9.95

The Medieval Peasant 
House in Midland 
England
By Nat Alcock and Dan Miles
an  in-depth study of the many 
medieval peasant houses still 
standing in Midland villages, and of 
their historical context. In particular, 
the combination of tree-ring and 
radiocarbon dating, detailed architectural study and 
documentary research illuminates both their nature and 
their status.
272pp, Oxbow Books, 2012, 9781842175064, Hardback, 
was £55.00

Now £17.95

Towns and Topography
essays in Memory of david h. hill

Edited by Gale R. Owen-Crocker 
and Susan D. Thompson
Fifteen papers examine a variety of 
aspects of medieval towns and their 
topography. topics include place-name 
studies, monasteries, mints, anglo-
saxon settlements, and medieval 
mapping to name a few.
b/w and col. illustrations, Oxbow Books, 2014, 
9781782977025, Hardback, was £60.00

Now £14.95

A Dated Type Series of 
London Medieval 
Pottery, Part 5
shelly-sandy ware and the 
greyware industries

By Lyn Blackmore and Jacqueline Pearce
this study charts the development, 
peak and decline of two ceramic 
traditions: the shelly wares of c 1140–1220, mainly city-
based but reaching scotland and across the north sea to 
norway, and the greywares of c 1170–1350, widely used 
in the city and even more so in its hinterland.
320pp, MOLA (Museum of London Archaeology), 2010, 
9781901992939, Hardback, was £27.00

Now £9.95

Bankside
excavations at benbow house, 
southwark, london, se1

By Anthony Mackinder and 
Simon Blatherwick
the multi-period site of benbow 
house lies next to the thames, and is 
a fine example of the multifarious and 
colourful activities that took place 
in london over the centuries. three phases of building 
from the 13th century onwards were identified, including 
probable medieval stews, 16th-17th century buildings 
and an 18th-19th century foundry.
68pp, 35 b/w figs, 6 tables, MOLA (Museum of London 
Archaeology), 2000, 9781901992120, Paperback, was 
£5.00

Now £1.95

Great Houses, Moats 
and Mills on the South 
Bank of the Thames
By Simon Blatherwick and Richard Bluer
excavation of two important sites 
on the south bank of the thames. 
the first was the site of a house 
acquired by 1349 by edward III and 
rebuilt by him in 1353–61; the second 
contained tidal mills on the waterfront and three notable 
residences during the medieval period. exceptionally rich 
assemblages of domestic artefacts and ceramics as well 
as plants, timber structures and woodworking evidence.
240pp, MOLA (Museum of London Archaeology), 2009, 
9781901992830, Hardback, was £22.95

Now £9.95

London Bridge
2000 years of a river crossing

By Bruce Watson
this volume is based on the 1984 
investigation of the southwark 
medieval bridge abutment and 
combines the archaeological, 
architectural, historical and pictorial 
evidence for london's greatest bridge.
258pp, 157 b/w figs, 19 tables, MOLA (Museum of London 
Archaeology), 2001, 9781901992182, Paperback, was 
£22.00

Now £7.95

Medieval and later 
urban development at 
High Street, Uxbridge
By Heather Knight and Nigel Jeffries
these excavations trace the 
development of the medieval town 
of Uxbridge. the central part of 
the town was set out during the 
12th century, perhaps as a planned 
extension of an existing saxon hamlet. the excavations 
also produced evidence for a thriving medieval pottery 
industry.
80pp, 52 b/w illus, 16 tables, MOLA (Museum of London 
Archaeology), 2004, 9781901992373, Paperback, was 
£7.95

Now £3.95

Roman Burials, 
Medieval Tenements 
and Suburban Growth
By Dan Swift
the excavation at 201 bishopsgate 
in 1998-9 uncovered evidence for 
londinium’s northern cemetery, 
roadside occupation along roman 
ermine street, and medieval and 
later development to the west of bishopsgate. this area 
has been extensively used and re-used, from burials to 
refuse-disposal to houses, as london has expanded.
88pp, 69 b/w illus, 23 tabs, MOLA (Museum of London 
Archaeology), 2003, 9781901992410, Paperback, was 
£9.95

Now £4.95
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The London Guildhall
By David Bowsher, T. Dyson, Nick 
Holder and Isca Howell
a major integrated history of the 
london Guildhall, the home of 
the city of london’s government. 
beginning with the first hall of the 
12th century, the book describes later 
halls and precinct buildings from the 
14th to the 20th centuries. Good 
organic survival preserved evidence in an 11th- and 
12th-century parish churchyard and for a number of 
adjacent timber houses.
536pp, MOLA (Museum of London Archaeology), 2007, 
9781901992724, Hardback, was £65.00

Now £19.95

The Medieval Postern 
Gate by the Tower of 
London
By David Whipp
excavations at tower hill in 1979 
uncovered substantial reamins of the 
medieval  postern gate at the junction 
of the city's defensive wall and the  
moat of the tower of london. the 
postern gate was constructed  between 1297 and 1308, 
and formed a defensible terminus to the city wall and a 
minor  gateway suitable for pedestrian traffic.
74pp, 47 b/w illus, 29 tabs, MOLA (Museum of London 
Archaeology), 2006, 9781901992601, Paperback, was 
£7.95

Now £3.95

Winchester Palace
excavations at the southwark 
residence of the bishops 
of winchester

By Derek Seeley, Christopher 
Phillpotts and Mark Samuel
the london house of the medieval 
bishops of winchester in southwark 
originated in the mid 12th century. 
the results of archaeological rescue excavations 
in 1983–90, mainly in the east part of the site, are 
supplemented by a wealth of documentary and pictorial 
evidence, taking the story into the 19th century.
192pp, 81 illus, 42 tabs, MOLA (Museum of London 
Archaeology), 2007, 9781901992656, Paperback, was 
£15.95

Now £7.95

Archaeological 
Approaches to 
Medieval Europe
Edited by Kathleen Biddick
this volume presents a series of 
papers which showcased the potential 
of archaeology for the study of the 
Middle ages, at a time when medieval 
archaeology was still a relatively 
young discipline. contributions include Glanville Jones on 
the multiple estate; david hall on field systems; oliver 
rackham on forest and woodland; richard hodges on 
pre-Viking trade in the north sea region; and Pamela 
crabtree on the Zooarchaeology of west stow.
310pp, b/w illus, Medieval Institute Publications, 1984, 
9780918720528, Paperback, was £29.99

Now £7.95

Excavations at South 
Mimms Castle, 
Hertfordshire, 1960-91
By Derek Renn, Anthony 
Streeten and John Kent
the final report of the archaeological 
and documentary investigation of 
a motte-and-bailey castle at south 
Mimms. small-scale excavations of 
the 1960s by the late John kent produced important 
results, not least in offering a fixed point for pottery 
and artefacts in the region north of london in the 12th 
century.
98pp, London and Middlesex Arch Soc, 2013, 
9780903290661, Paperback, was £30.00

Now £9.95

Eynsham
a village and its abbey

By Alan Hardy and Rosalyn Smith
 In recent years major archaeological 
excavations have revealed much 
of eynsham abbey's remains and 
intriguing evidence of settlement 
going back 3000 years. his colourful 
booklet includes a series of 
reconstruction paintings showing the village and the 
abbey at various times through history, along with many 
illustrations of the archaeological finds.
28pp, b/w and col illus throughout, Lancaster, 2003, 
9780904220308, Paperback, was £4.50

Now £1.95

New Winchelsea 
Sussex
a Medieval Port town

By David Martin
a report on excavations in the cinque 
port, founded in the late 13th century, 
which proves that in its 14th century 
heyday it was larger and more 
influential than has previously been 
supposed.
222pp, b/w pls, maps, Heritage Publications, 2004, 
9780954445652, Paperback, was £24.50

Now £9.95

A Moated Rectory at 
Wimbotsham, Norfolk
By Andy Shelley
this report on the excavation and 
associated archival research reveals 
wimbotsham as a moated rectory, 
most probably built by the de 
warenne family at the end of the 
12th century. the excavation found 
two earth building platforms, a series of internal drainage 
channels, remains of a 13th- or 14th-century timber-
framed building and an assemblage of finds that included 
domestic and some high-status objects.
46pp, 3 b/w pls, 27 b/w figs, 12 tbs, East Anglian 
Archaeology, 2003, 9780905594378, Paperback, was 
£9.00

Now £3.95

EAA 100: Excavations 
in Norwich 1971-8 
Part 3
By Malcolm Atkin
a report on five excavations within 
and around norwich: cathedral 
close, castle Fee, st benedicts street, 
Magdalen street, and the suburb 
of heigham. the data from these 
excavations improve our understanding of changes to 
the city in  the medieval and post-medieval periods.
265pp, 33 b/w pls, many b/w figs, tbs, fiche, East Anglian 
Archaeology, 2002, 9780952069515, Paperback, was 
£25.75

Now £9.95

EAA 102: 
Baconsthorpe Castle, 
Excavations and Finds, 
1951-1972
By David Sherlock and Carolyn Dallas
the report records the small amount 
of archaeological excavation which 
has taken place at baconsthorpe, 
contains an analysis of the buildings, 
a survey of the earthworks, and draws together all finds 
and documentary evidence extant for the site and its 
owners.
115pp, 28 b/w pls, 50 b/w figs, 6 tbs, East Anglian 
Archaeology, 2002, 9780905594361, Paperback, was 
£17.50

Now £7.95

EAA 116: Excavations 
on the site of Norwich 
Cathedral Refectory, 
2001-3
By Heather Wallis
Improvements to visitor facilities 
at norwich cathedral led to the 
excavation of the area where the 
medieval refectory once stood. this 
revealed archaeological evidence of the late saxon, 
medieval and post-medieval periods and forms the 
subject of this report.
101pp, 17 b/w and col pls, East Anglian Archaeology, 2006, 
9780905594446, Paperback, was £12.00

Now £5.95

EAA 96: Two Medieval 
Churches in Norfolk
By Olwen Beazley and Brian Ayers
reports of two church excavations, 
st Martin-at-Palace, norwich, and st 
Michael, bowthorpe, undertaken prior 
to their re-building and re-use. the 
reports cover the earliest evidence 
for occupation of the site and the 
phases of re-building, repair and ruin (in the case of st 
Michael's) from the anglo-saxon period through to their 
present state.
104pp, 59 b/w figs, 31 b/w pls, fiche, East Anglian 
Archaeology, 2001, 9780905594330, Paperback, was 
£13.00

Now £5.95

Norwich Castle
excavations and historical 
survey 1987–98. Part III a 
Zooarchaeological study

By Mark Beech, Julie Curl, 
Umberto Albarella, Mark J. Beech, 
J. S. Curl and Alison Locker
excavations at castle Mall yielded 
the largest faunal assemblage ever 
recovered from norwich with the greatest, most 
continuous chronological spread.
188pp, 145 illus, East Anglian Archaeology, 2009, 
9780905594507, Paperback, was £20.00

Now £7.95

Norwich Castle
excavations and historical 
survey 1987–98. Part IV 
People and Property in the 
documentary record

By Margot Tillyard, Elizabeth 
Shepherd Popescu and Nancy Ives
the documentary evidence presented 
here provides additional data on 
properties around the entire circuit of the castle Fee, 
which originated as a substantial precinct of crown land 
defined immediately around the castle and developed 
into an administrative entity.
62pp, 3 illus, East Anglian Archaeology, 2009, 
9780905594514, Paperback, was £9.00

Now £3.95

St Mary's Street, St 
Neots, Cambridgeshire
By A. E. Jones
episodes of alluviation and the 
formation of marshy deposits on the 
site accompanied medieval activity 
along the street frontage. In the 17th 
century the ground was made up, a 
terrace of houses was built in brick 
along the street frontage, and the backplot area was 
used for tanning.
East Anglian Archaeology, 2000, 9780704421455, 
Paperback, was £5.50

Now £2.95

The Window Glass of 
the Order of St 
Gilbert of 
Sempringham
a york-based survey

By C. Pamela Graves
the excavation of st andrew, 
Fishergate uncovered the largest 
quantity of window glass from any house of this 
monastic order. research on this glass provided the 
opportunity to study all other known assemblages of 
window glass associated with the Gilbertines, and the 
results and interpretations are presented here.
575pp, 236 b/w and col illus, Council for British Archaeology, 
2000, 9781902771151, Paperback, was £26.00

Now £4.95

A Twelfth-Century 
Pottery Kiln at Pound 
Lane, Canterbury
By John Cotter
In 1986 a medieval pottery kiln was 
excavated at Pound lane, canterbury 
which appears to have been worked 
by a continental potter, perhaps a 
norman, around the middle of the 
12th century. the report contains a short account of the 
site and excavation, followed by a detailed account of the 
kiln itself and an extensive typology of the kiln products.
124pp, 69 figs, Canterbury Archaeological Trust, 1997, 
9781870545075, Paperback, was £9.95

Now £4.95

St Gregory's Priory, 
Northgate, 
Canterbury. 
Excavations 1988-1991
By Martin Hicks and Alison Hicks
a detailed report on excavations 
carried out at the site of st Gregory's 
Priory that revealed two major 
ecclesiastical buildings. the earliest 
church, founded by archbishop lanfranc in ad 1084 
became a priory in 1133; it was rebuilt after a great fire 
in 1145, probably under the patronage of archbishop 
theobald, and was eventually dissolved in 1537.
431pp, 156 b/w figs and pls, tbs, Canterbury Archaeological 
Trust, 2001, 9781870545044, Hardback, was £55.00

Now £14.95

Excavations at 
Chepstow 1973-1974
By R. Shoesmith
the medieval border town of 
chepstow is one of the centre points 
of welsh archaeology. excavations 
uncovered medieval structures 
associated with the priory, including 
the monks living quarters, a 13th 
century house, and evidence of the roman settlement.
174pp, 15 b/w pls, b/w figs, Cambrian Archaeological 
Association, 1991, 9780947846022, Paperback, was 
£34.00

Now £4.95

Excavations in the 
medieval suburb of 
Redcliffe, Bristol, 1980
By Bruce Williams
this volume presents a summary 
account of the results of excavations 
in redcliff street. Features include 
part of the city wall, a 13th century 
slipway, 14th century dyers 
workshops and a 15th century bakery. also included is 
an outline history of redcliffe.
30pp, b/w illus, Bristol and Regional Archaeology, 1981, 
9780900199141, Paperback, was £6.00

Now £2.00

Mary-le-Port, Bristol
By Lorna and Rahtz, Philip 
Watts and Philip Rahtz
a report on excavations at the 
church and street of st Mary-le Port, 
bristol, an important early example of 
both urban and church archaeology. 
the report posits a tenth century 
date for the origins of both church 
and street, and also includes a 
historical and topographical survey of the area.
208pp, b/w illus, Bristol and Regional Archaeology, 1986, 
9780900199264, Paperback, was £30.00

Now £9.95

Rescue Archaeology in 
the Bristol Area 1
By Nicholas Thomas
a series of short papers detailing 
finds from rescue archaeology. 
subjects include: a romano british 
relief from cadbury camp; human 
remains from a sub-roman cemetery 
at Portishead; excavation at bristol 
town wall; excavation at bristol bridge; excavation near 
st Peter's churchyard; medieval pottery; and medieval 
floor tiles from acton court.
124pp, b/w illus, Bristol and Regional Archaeology, 1979, 
9780900199097, Paperback, was £20.00

Now £5.95

The Archaeology of 
the Medieval Suburb 
of Broadmead, Bristol
By Reg Jackson
this report describes the results 
of a large and important excavation 
on a domestic site between Union 
street and Fairfax street in central 
bristol. an outstanding sequence of 
medieval and post-medieval pottery and other finds, 
including environmental material, was obtained from the 
archaeological deposits.
154pp, col illus, Bristol and Regional Archaeology, 2010, 
9780956737106, Paperback, was £25.00

Now £9.95

The Fabliaux
a new Verse translation

Translated by Nathaniel E. Dubin
composed between the twelfth 
and fourteenth centuries, these 
virtually unknown erotic and satiric 
poems lie at the root of the western 
comic tradition. this new translation 
contains 69 poems with a parallel old 
French text.
1024pp, W W Norton, 2013, 9780871403575, Hardback, 
was £22.00

Now £7.95
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A Courtier's Mirror
cultivating elite Identity in thomasin 
von Zerclaere's welscher Gast

By Kathryn Starkey
a courtier’s Mirror establishes the 
unique importance of thomasin 
von Zerclaere’s welscher Gast as 
a document of social practices and 
concerns in medieval German-
speaking court society. through a detailed study of 
word and image, kathryn starkey argues that this 
poem offered instruction, affirmation, and an evolving 
image cycle in which courtly behaviors were effectively 
conveyed.
University of Notre Dame Press, 2013, 9780268041441, 
Paperback, was £53.50

Now £12.95

Acts of Recognition
essays on Medieval culture

By Lee Patterson
this volume brings together lee 
Patterson's essays published in 
various venues over the past twenty-
seven years. two dialectics are at 
work in this book: that between 
the past and the present and that 
between the individual and the social, and both have 
moral significance.
400pp, 2 illustrated halftones, University of Notre Dame 
Press, 2009, 9780268038373, Paperback, was £36.95

Now £9.95

Confession and 
Resistance
defining the self in late 
Medieval england

By Katherine C. Little
katherine c. little cautions that 
medieval selfhood should not be 
understood merely in terms of 
confessional practice. she points to 
the controversy over confession and, more generally, lay 
instruction that was generated in late medieval england 
around the heresy known as wycliffism (or lollardy). 
this controversy, she maintains, reveals the contested 
nature of the language of medieval selfhood.
192pp, University of Notre Dame Press, 2006, 
9780268033767, Paperback, was £26.95

Now £9.95

Disseminal Chaucer
rereading the "nun's Priest's tale

By Peter W. Travis
chaucer's "the nun's Priest's tale" 
is one of the most popular of "the 
canterbury tales". It is only 646 
lines long, yet it contains elements 
of a beast fable, an exemplum, a 
satire, and other genres. Peter travis 
provides a new analysis of the work, highlighting issues 
of its reception, and of genre, ultimately arguing that the 
work functions as self-parody, and a reflection on poetic 
method.
432pp, Illustrations, University of Notre Dame Press, 2009, 
9780268042356, Paperback, was £38.95

Now £9.95

Goddess Natura in 
Medieval Literature
By George Economou
economou’s work focuses on the 
renaissance of the twelfth century, 
when a new kind of allegory appeared 
that celebrated and explored the 
nature of the cosmos. he analyzes the 
central role that natura played in the 
writings of bernard silvestris, Jean de Meun, alain de lille, 
and Geoffrey chaucer.
University of Notre Dame Press, 2002, 9780268029555, 
Paperback, was £18.95

Now £7.95

Julian of Norwich and 
the Mystical Body 
Politic of Christ
By Frederick Christian Bauerschmidt
Frederick bauerschmidt provides 
a reading of Julian’s revelation of 
love that addresses the relationship 
between our understanding of God 
and our vision of human community. 
he argues that Julian presents an alternative account 
of divine power in which the crucified body of christ 
becomes the locus and shape of divine omnipotence.
290pp, University of Notre Dame Press, 1999, 
9780268022082, Paperback, was £33.95

Now £9.95

Medieval Autographies
the "I" of the text

By A. C. Spearing
spearing identifies and explores a 
previously unrecognized category 
of medieval english poetry, calling it 
"autography.” he describes this form 
as emerging in the mid-fourteenth 
century and consisting of extended 
nonlyrical writings in the first person, embracing 
prologues, authorial interventions in and commentaries 
on third-person narratives, and descendants of the dit, a 
genre of French medieval poetry.
360pp, University of Notre Dame Press, 2012, 
9780268017828, Paperback, was £30.95

Now £9.95

Politique
languages of statecraft between 
chaucer and shakespeare

By Paul Strohm
In this book Paul strohm argues that 
england experienced its own ""pre-
Machiavellian"" moment between 
1450 and 1485. these turbulent 
decades encouraged new pragmatic 
discussions of political policies of a sort not previously 
seen and not to be seen again until the middle of the 
sixteenth century.
298pp, University of Notre Dame Press, 2005, 
9780268041144, Paperback, was £34.95

Now £9.95

Salvation and Sin
By David Aers
salvation and sin explores various 
modes of displaying the mysterious 
relations between divine and human 
agency, together with different 
accounts of sin and its consequences. 
theologies of grace and versions of 
christian identity and community 
are its pervasive concerns, and 
it comprises close readings of augustine, william of 
ockham, thomas bradwardine and langland.
284pp, University of Notre Dame Press, 2009, 
9780268020330, Paperback, was £36.95

Now £9.95

Sartorial Strategies
outfitting aristocrats and Fashioning 
conduct in late Medieval literature

By Nicole Smith
this volume considers how 
representations of clothing in 
medieval literature respond to clerical 
discourses that sought to regulate 
contemporary aristocratic fashion. 
nicole d. smith establishes that writers of romances 
redirect the negative depictions of the courtly body 
found in clerical chronicles and penitential writings into 
positive images that convey virtue.
288pp, b/w illus, University of Notre Dame Press, 2012, 
9780268041373, Paperback, was £33.95

Now £9.95

Savoring Power, 
Consuming the Times
the Metaphors of Food in Medieval 
and renaissance Italian literature

By Pina Palma
an innovative look at the writings 
of five important Italian authors—
boccaccio’s decameron, Pulci’s 
Morgante, boiardo’s Innamorato, 
ariosto’s Furioso, and aretino’s ragionamento. Palma 
shows how their authors use food and gastronomy 
as a means to critique the social, political, theological, 
philosophical, and cultural beliefs that constitute the 
fabric of the society in which they live.
440pp, University of Notre Dame Press, 2013, 
9780268038397, Paperback, was £40.95

Now £9.95

The Claims of Poverty
literature, culture, and Ideology 
in late Medieval england

By Kate Crassons
kate crassons explores a widespread 
ideological crisis concerning poverty 
that emerged in the aftermath of 
the plague in late medieval england. 
she identifies poverty as a central 
preoccupation in texts ranging from Piers Plowman and 
wycliffite writings to "the book of Margery kempe" and 
the york cycle plays.
432pp, 1 Illustrations, University of Notre Dame Press, 
2010, 9780268023027, Paperback, was £38.95

Now £9.95

The Island Garden
england's language of nation 
from Gildas to Marvell

By Lynn Staley
Identifying the concept of enclosure 
as key to britain’s language of place, 
lynn staley traces the shifting 
meanings of this concept in medieval 
and early modern histories, treatises, 
and poems.
376pp, col illus, University of Notre Dame Press, 2012, 
9780268041403, Paperback, was £37.95

Now £9.95

The Neighboring Text
chaucer, boccaccio, henryson

By George Edmondson
edmondson analyzes the different 
ways that three canonical texts—
chaucer’s troilus and criseyde; its 
source, boccaccio’s Il Filostrato; 
and its fifteenth-century scottish 
derivative, robert henryson’s 
testament of cresseid —treat two figures, troilus 
and criseyde, and how those differences affect our 
understanding of literary history.
296pp, University of Notre Dame Press, 2011, 
9780268027759, Paperback, was £38.95

Now £9.95

Visuality and 
Materiality in the 
Story of Tristan and 
Isolde
Edited by Jutta Eming, Ann Marie 
Rasmussen and Kathryn Starkey
this volume takes a cross disciplinary 
approach to explore both literary 
and artistic representations of the 
tristan and Isolde tale, taking visuality and materiality as 
its principal themes.
376pp, University of Notre Dame Press, 2012, 
9780268041397, Paperback, was £43.95

Now £12.95

William Ockham
By Marylin McCord Adams
this landmark study offers a clear 
and concise account of ockham’s 
philosophical positions (his ontology, 
logic, epistemology, and natural 
philosophy), along with the arguments 
for them. It then shows how 
ockham’s theological disagreements 
with his most eminent predecessors 
are a logical consequence of underlying philosophical 
differences.
1402pp, University of Notre Dame Press, 1987, 
9780268019457, Paperback, was £67.50

Now £24.95

Aquinas's Way to God
By Gaven Kerr
this book focuses upon st thomas 
aquinas's much neglected proof for 
the existence of God in de ente et 
essentia chapter 4. It offers both 
a contemporary presentation and 
interpretation of this proof and also 
a defense.
232pp, Oxford University Press, 2015, 9780190224806, 
Hardback, was £59.00

Now £14.95

Pietro Aligheri, 
Comentum Super 
Poema Comedie 
Dantis
Edited by Massimilano Chiamenti
this is the first edition of the 
third and final version of Pietro 
alighieri's commentary on his 
father's divine comedy. the Italian 
text is accompanied by a critical apparatus and by an 
introduction
722pp, Medieval and Renaissance Texts Society, 2003, 
9780866982894, Hardback, was £51.00

Now £14.95

Soundscape in Early 
French Literature
By (author) Brigitte Cazelles
soundscape in early French literature 
is a study of how sound is employed 
in a variety of latin and early French 
works. cazelles shows that sound 
plays a much more crucial role in 
literature than we may have realized 
and that noise has a textuality.
186pp, Medieval and Renaissance Texts Society, 2006, 
9780866983396, Hardback, was £37.00

Now £9.95

The Middle English 
Mirror
Edited by Kathleen Marie Blumreich
robert de Gretham's Mirror is 
a collection of sixty sermons for 
sundays and feast-days throughout 
the liturgical year. originally 
composed in anglo-norman (c. 
1250-1300), and later translated into 
Middle english, the texts was dedicated to 'aline', a lady 
of high status whose literary tastes ran more towards 
romaunces and gestes than prayer books.
558pp, Medieval and Renaissance Texts Society, 2003, 
9780866982245, Hardback, was £48.00

Now £14.95

Wace: Le Roman de 
Brut
Edited by Arthur Wayne Glowka
wace's verse chronicle recounts 
the legendary history of the kings of 
britain and includes the timeless tales 
of brutus, lear, belin and brennes, 
Vortigern, Uther Pendragon, arthur, 
and others. this translation renders 
wace's rhymed octosyllabic couplets into unrhymed 
english iambic tetrameter preserving the line structure 
and imitating the cadences of the original French.
434pp, Medieval and Renaissance Texts Society, 2005, 
9780866983228, Hardback, was £42.00

Now £12.95

The Letter of the Law
legal Practice and literary 
Production in Medieval england

Edited by Emily Steiner and 
Candace Barrington
references to the law and legal 
practices can be found in much 
medieval english literature and it is 
the aim of this collection of essays to 
explore the material and conceptual links between the 
two.
257pp, Cornell University Press, 2002, 9780801487705, 
Paperback, was £16.50

Now £6.95

Writing Gender and 
Genre in Medieval 
Literature
Edited by Elaine Treharne
six essays examine the ways in which 
literary genre shaped male and female 
identity. the contributors reflect on 
`what it means to be man or woman, 
husband, son, mother, daughter, wife, 
devotee or lover' in a wide range of old and Middle 
english literary texts.
142pp, Boydell and Brewer Ltd, 2002, 9780859917605, 
Hardback, was £40.00

Now £9.95

Chaucer and Array
Patterns of costume and Fabric 
rhetoric in the canterbury 
tales, troilus and criseyde 
and other works

By Laura F. Hodges
an analysis of the ways in which 
chaucer uses details of costume, 
clothing and fabric. In particular, it 
addresses chaucer's habit of playing upon his audience's 
expectations, derived from their knowledge of the 
literary genres involved - and why he omits lengthy 
passages of costume rhetoric in his romances, but 
includes them in some of his comedic works.
254pp, col pls, Boydell and Brewer, 2014, 9781843843689, 
Hardback, was £60.00

Now £12.95
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Fatherhood and its 
Representations in 
Middle English Texts
By Rachel E. Moss
the figure and role of the late-
medieval father is reappraised 
through a close reading of a range of 
documents from the period, including 
both letters and romances.
208pp, Boydell and Brewer, 2013, 9781843843580, 
Hardback, was £60.00

Now £12.95

Heroines of the 
French Epic
a second selection of 
chansons de geste

Edited by Michael A. H. Newth
the chanson de geste was 
increasingly influenced by the ethos 
of romance, and the present volume 
offers full english verse translations 
of six examples, each chosen to illustrate the range of 
roles gradually accorded to women in these originally 
militaristic narratives.
434pp, Boydell and Brewer, 2014, 9781843843610, 
Hardback, was £50.00

Now £12.95

Romance and its 
Contexts in Fifteenth-
Century England
Politics, Piety and Penitence

By Raluca L. Radulescu
by examining a broad cultural and 
political framework stretching from 
richard II's deposition to the end 
of the wars of the roses through 
the prism of piety, politics and penitence, the author 
draws attention to the specific circumstances in which 
sir Isumbras, sir Gowther, roberd of cisely, henry 
lovelich's history of the holy Grail and Malory's Morte 
were read in fifteenth-century england.
252pp, Boydell and Brewer, 2013, 9781843843597, 
Hardback, was £60.00

Now £12.95

The Pèlerinage 
Allegories of 
Guillaume de 
Deguileville
Edited by Marco Nievergelt and 
Stephanie A. Viereck Gibbs Kamath
the fourteenth-century French 
pilgrimage allegories of Guillaume de 
deguileville (or "digulleville") shaped 
late medieval and early modern european culture. 
this volume furnishes a better understanding of the 
allegories' circulation, creation and importance from the 
1330s into the 1560s, via trans-national, multilingual and 
interdisciplinary perspectives.
246pp, Boydell and Brewer, 2013, 9781843843344, 
Hardback, was £60.00

Now £12.95

The Poetic Voices of 
John Gower
Politics and Personae in 
the confessio amantis

By Matthew W. Irvin
this volume concentrates on the 
dialogue of amans and Genius in 
the confessio amantis. It argues 
that Gower negotiates problems of 
politics and problems of love through their discourse, 
which produces a series of attempts to find a coherent 
and rational union of lover and ruler.
328pp, Boydell and Brewer, 2014, 9781843843399, 
Hardback, was £60.00

Now £12.95

The Trojan Legend in 
Medieval Scottish 
Literature
By Emily Wingfield
through a detailed analysis of a range 
of older scots texts from c. 1375 
to c. 1513, this book provides the 
first comprehensive assessment of 
the scottish response to the trojan 
legend. It demonstrates how despite its use in the anglo-
scots wars of Independence, the trojan legend was for 
the most part neither neglected nor pejoratively treated 
in older scots literature.
246pp, Boydell and Brewer, 2014, 9781843843641, 
Hardback, was £50.00

Now £12.95

Traditions and 
Innovations in the 
Study of Medieval 
English Literature
Edited by Charlotte Brewer 
and Barry Windeatt
topics include chaucer's knight and 
knightly virtues; class-distinction; 
narrators and narrative time; lovers 
and loving in medieval romance; ideals of feminine 
beauty; love, friendship and masculinities; medieval 
laughter; symbolic stories, the nature of romance, and 
the ends of storytelling; and the wholeness of Malory's 
Morte darthur.
328pp, Boydell and Brewer, 2013, 9781843843542, 
Hardback, was £60.00

Now £12.95

Ecology and Enclosure
the effect of enclosure on society, 
Farming and the environment in 
south cambridgeshire, 1798-1850

By Shirley Wittering
the ecology of enclosure breaks 
new ground in comparing the effect 
of Parliamentary enclosure with 
the findings of the enthusiastic 
'botanisers' from cambridge; this reveals not only the 
effect of enclosure on the ecology of the land but also 
on the people whose link with the land was broken.
192pp, Windgather Press, 2013, 9781905119448, 
Paperback, was £35.00

Now £6.95

Riverside Exchange
By Phil Andrews
documentary, map and archaeological 
evidence have been used to reveal 
a picture of the development of the 
naylor Vickers works, later becoming 
one of sheffield's major steelworks. 
analysis of two crucibles provides 
evidence for their composition and 
the huntsman process.
92pp, Wessex Archaeology, 2015, 9781874350842, 
Paperback, was £7.50

Now £3.95

Steelworks, Crucible 
Furnaces and Workers' 
Housing
By Andrew Powell
archaeological excavations have 
revealed significant evidence for 
crucible steelmaking; evidence for 
domestic occupation was also found 
together with evidence for possible 
cottage industry.
65pp, Wessex Archaeology, 2014, 9781874350798, 
Paperback, was £7.50

Now £3.95

Hill Hall
a singular house devised 
by a tudor Intellectual

By P. Drury and Richard Simpson
From 1557 hill hall was rebuilt in 
French-influenced classical style. 
archaeological excavation and 
detailed recording of the surviving 
fabric took place prior to the 
restoration of the house and its mural paintings, the 
results of which are now presented in this copiously 
illustrated account.
544pp, Society of Antiquaries of London, 2009, 
9780854312917, Hardback, was £55.00

Now £14.95

Aviation Archaeology 
in Britain
By Guy de la Bedoyere
during the second world war 
an average of five aircraft crashed 
every day in the british Isles. their 
remains provide an opportunity 
for archaeological and historical 
study. this book is a wide-
ranging introduction to the aircraft, the airfields, the 
documentary record and the memorials to the men and 
women who gave their lives in the air war.
64pp, b/w and col illus, Shire Publications, 1999, 
9780747804901, Paperback, was £6.99

Now £2.95

Post-Medieval Pottery, 
1650-1800
By Jo Draper
this reprint traces the major 
characteristics of the pottery of the 
early modern period, the new types 
and shapes that were introduced and 
new standards in production and 
decoration that were reached.
64pp, b/w illus, Shire Publications, 2001, 9780852636817, 
Paperback, was £6.99

Now £2.95

Archaeology of the 
Troubles
By Laura McAtackney
he only independent archaeological 
investigation of long kesh / Maze 
prior to its partial demolition, this 
volume reveals the seminal role of 
material culture in understanding the 
prison. It moves from traditional uses 
of solely documentary and oral evidence to exploring 
the full range of material remains of the prison as they 
have been abandoned in situ or been dispersed and re-
contextualized into wider society.
336pp, b/w illus, Oxford University Press, 2014, 
9780199673919, Hardback, was £86.00

Now £14.95

A Glorious Empire
archaeology and the tudor-
stuart atlantic world

Edited by Eric C. Klingelhofer
Fifteen papers present the results of 
new research into various aspects 
of material culture and historical 
archaeology that reflect culture, 
trade and social interaction shared by 
britain and colonial america during the tudor and stuart 
periods.
272pp, Oxbow Books, 2013, 9781842175101, Hardback, 
was £45.00

Now £7.95

Art, Artisans and 
Apprentices
apprentice Painters and sculptors in 
the early Modern british tradition

By James Ayres
James ayres provides a lively account 
of the inter-relationship between 
artists and artisans in the late 17th to 
early 19th centuries, in both britain 
and north america. he demonstrates how the crafts of 
the visual arts were once acquired via apprenticeships 
in contradistinction to the aesthetic-based methods of 
later academies of art.
536pp, 136 b/w and colour illustrations, Oxbow Books, 
2014, 9781782977421, Hardback, was £35.00

Now £12.95

Beyond the Dead 
Horizon
studies in Modern conflict 
archaeology

Edited by Nicholas J. Saunders
the new interdisciplinary study 
of modern conflict archaeology 
has developed rapidly over the 
last decade. Its anthropological 
approach to modern conflicts, their material culture 
and their legacies has freed such investigations from 
the straitjacket of traditional ‘battlefield archaeology’. 
these 18 papers offer a demonstration of what modern 
conflict archaeology is and what it is capable of.
240pp, 90 col and b/w illus, Oxbow Books, 2012, 
9781842174715, Paperback, was £38.00

Now £9.95

Sveti Pavao Shipwreck
a 16th century Venetian 
Merchantman from Mljet, croatia

By Carlo Beltrame, Sauro 
Gelichi and Igor Miholjek
a report on the excavation 
of a fifteenth century Venetian 
merchantman. Many personal 
possessions of the crew were 
preserved as well as a number of bronze artillery 
pieces and the remains of a cargo of luxury and richly 
decorated ceramic material from Iznik and other 
oriental workshops.
200pp, b/w and colour illustrations, Oxbow Books, 2014, 
9781782977063, Paperback, was £40.00

Now £7.95

Early Modern Industry 
and Settlement 
excavations at George street, 
richmond, and high street, Mortlake

By Barney Sloane and Stewart Hoad
taken together, the richmond and 
Mortlake sites provide valuable 
evidence of the great increase in 
development occurring in small towns 
on the outskirts of london from the mid 17th century.
92pp, 76 b/w figs, 20 tabs, MOLA (Museum of London 
Archaeology), 2003, 9781901992359, Paperback, was 
£9.95

Now £4.95

The 1542 Inventory of 
Whitehall
the Palace and its keeper

By Maria Hayward
this book, published in two 
volumes, contains transcripts of 
four documents associated with the 
career of sir anthony denny, keeper 
of the Palace of whitehall. the first, 
the 1542 Inventory itself contains over 4,100 entries, 
with particular detail given to fabrics and furnishings. 
the other transcriptions are of the declarations of sir 
anthony denny of 1547 and 1548 and the declaration of 
his widow, dame Joan denny of 1551.
624pp, and 310p, Illuminata Publishers, 2004, 
9780954791605, Hardback, was £160.00

Now £24.95

A Voyage Long and 
Strange
rediscovering the new world

By Tony Horwitz
this history of early european 
voyages to north america opens 
with the Vikings, but focuses on the 
neglected period in early american 
history between columbus's voyage 
of 1492 and the Pilgrims arrival in 1620. tony horwitz 
reveals along the way just how much of the popular 
imagination of these centuries is the result of 19th 
century myth-making.
464pp, Henry Holt, 2008, 9780805076035, Hardback, 
was £25.00

Now £9.95

Devon Thatch
By Jo Cox and John R. L. Thorp
Using many interesting archive 
photographs as well as images of 
thatchers at work, this book traces 
the history of thatching in devon 
from the earliest times, celebrating 
the skills and traditions of the craft 
and exploring some of the most 
interesting thatched buildings in the 
county today.
208pp, Devon Books, 2001, 9781855227972, Hardback, 
was £24.95

Now £9.95

Bristol Clay Pipes
a study of Makers and their Marks

By Reg Jackson and R. H. Price
the bristol clay pipe industry is of 
particular importance as one of the 
largest in the country and one of 
the chief exporters and because of 
the high incidence of makers marks. 
this reference guide first provides 
a history of the industry, then a list of bristol pipe 
manufacturers and a guide to form and identification of 
clay pipes.
152pp, b/w illus, Bristol and Regional Archaeology, 1974, 
9780900199028, Paperback, was £20.00

Now £5.95

Crossing Paths or 
Sharing Tracks
Future directions in the 
archaeological study of Post-
1550 britain and Ireland

By Audrey Horning and Marilyn Palmer
these essays discuss the practice of 
post-1550 archaeology and outline 
problems, potential problems and 
future directions for the discipline, and how the work of 
archaeologists ties into and is affected by the museums 
and heritage sectors.
416pp, b/w illus, col pls, Boydell and Brewer Ltd, 2009, 
9781843834342, Hardback, was £50.00

Now £14.95
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